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Abstract of Dissertation
PURPOSE: This study constructed an assessment instrument for
the use of teachers and their assistants in preschool education
programs.
It also established me asures of reliability and
validity of that instrument.
PROCEDURES:
Initially, extant assessment instruments were
scrutinized. From ideas generat e d by the best of these instruments and from lists of compete ncies necessa :c· y for academic
success in grad e one of public schools, the first draft of the
instrument wa s prepared. Ex ten s ive revisi on to reduce. th e
length of the assessment and to simplify its administration was
then accomplish e d. The second edition was then field-tested
in preschool c e nters to ascertain whethe r (a) the instrume nt
was economical in respect to time , (b) whethe r the languag e
of the items would be comprehensibl e by the agR levels of
children examined, and (c) whe the r the interes t level o .f the
instrument would hold their attention.
Following field-testing minor revisions were mad e before submitting the assessment to thr ee expe rt judges for item-by-item
scrutiny to estab lish content validjty. Judges considered
(a) relevanc e of item content to curricula stressing language
and cognitive skill development, (b) ag e -l e vel placement of
items, and (c) adequacy of ite m l anguage in eliciting considere d
respo nses. From the critiques of ·the judges, fu rd:e ·~ r·evisions
to the assessment were made.
The test-rete st r eliability of the i n strume r:t was n.:;,xt dete.r minP.d
by assessing a group of pupils twic e each wi th a ten day interval separating pairs of assessments and then computing a Pearson
product moment correlation for the pairs of scores.
Nex t ini:errater reliability was determined using the Kenda ll coefficient
of concordance technique upon scores obtaine d by each of four
raters who assessed each of a group of ten pupils.
Criterion validity was then examined by applying the Spcannan
rank order positions of pupils according to assessments scores
with rank positions assigned by their teachers judgments of
their language and cognitive skills proficienci e s. Teachers
utiliz ed a list of skills r epres entative of assessment items
for their guidance.
RESULTS: An assessment instrument was constructed sampling
language and cognitive skill behaviors from age two through
seven years, establishing a rang e to detect both slow and
rapid development. The instrument was found to be (a)
economical in terms of ass es sment time, (b) interesting to
young children so that atte ntion span poses no probl e m, (c)
usable by preschool staff me mbers who possess no psychometric
expertise, (d) simple to administer and interpret, (e) possessing content validity, test-retest reliability, and interrater reliability .
Revisions of this instrument to enable
. RECOMHENDA'riONS:
accurate assessment of children whose primary language is
other than Standar d American English would be a contribution
to educational practice in the United States. Here transl ation, however, is not suggested . Also basic research to
determine wh et her cognition precedes, occurs with, or follows
lang~age development would serve , h euris tically, the development of preschool curricula.
Predictive va lidity, investigated
by a five year study in a community with pop ul ation stablility,
would determine whether this instrume nt has value in preschool
pedagogy.
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CHAP'rER I
Introduction

Throughout the United States, as well as much of the
rest of western civilization, services of a custodial nature,
an educational nature, or a combination of these two are
being provided at an increasing rate for young children,
those belm-: our typical public school_ entrance age of six
years.

Several cultural trends are noted as reasons for the

rapid expansion of programs for the above services:
{a)

the movement of mothers out of the home to part
or full time employment,

(b)

the need perceived by many mothers of large families
for additional or supplementary training for a child,

(c)

the d e sire of mothers to participate in an educational program to learn more about the child and
means of parental rearing of children,

(d)

the need felt by some mothers for partial relief
from the burden of child rearing (Bronfenbrenner,
1976, 1973).

In our own society the above factors, combinect with the
effects of federal legislation, sometimes termed t .he

~var

on

Poverty, are responsible for a proliferation of programs
instituted to serve young children; such terms as "Head
Start," "Parent Coop," "Nursery School," "Day Care Center,"
"Preschool," and others are today quite common in our largely
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urban society, although no cornrnonali ty can be found to describe
the philosophy, the organization, or the methodology of these
many programs (Evans, 1971).

However, increasing attention

in the field of preschool education is being focused upon
the area of cognitive development which Bloom (1956) indicated
includes

"rem~mbering,

concept formation"

reasoning, problem solving, and

(p.l5).

Accompanying t .he rapid expansion of services provided
for young learners, we can note two other important developments in the general field of education:
(a)

the increasing emphasis upon providing programs
designed to fit the needs of each . learner, often
termed "individualized instruction .. ,

(b)

the realization that many learners are disadvantaged
by specific learning disabilities (Cruickshank,
1967; Kirk, 1972).

The importance of (a) is stressed by the congressional enactment of Public Law 94-142 which mandates individual learning
program development for each child, ages three through twentyone years, within the population of the handicapped--those
limited by mental retardation, communicative disorders,
physical handicaps, and emotional disturbances.

Further

emphasis upon individualizing instruction can be found, e.g.,
in the guidelines for Kindergarten-Primary education of
normal children in California's expanding programs, termed
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Early Childhood
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Education.
The condition of specific learning disabilities, known
also as learning deficits or educational handicaps, has a
recen·t history as well, commencing with the recognition by
Kirk (1972), McCarthy (1961), Cruickshank (1961), Johnson
(1967), and others, in the decade of the Sixties, that learning ability is comprised of specific skill areas such as
auditory association or visual closure and that two individuals
rated globally the same by a reliable and valid measure of
academic aptitude may differ widely in the pattern of skills
by which they J.earn.

For example, one subject's profile of

skills may be even and low while the other, bearing the same
low mental age score, may have a variable profile with very
high scores on some subtests depressed to a mean, the global
score, by his low score(s) on other subtests which are correlated with his specific learning deficit(s).

Moreover, it

has now been well demonstrated (Kirk, 1972; Hewett, 1964) that
early intervention into the learning career of the second type
subject above, based upon careful assessment, prescriptive
programs, and careful application of appropriate remedial
activities, may . enable that learner to overcome, or compensate
for, his learning deficit .

Such intervention may prevent the

cumulative educational retardation and correlated emotional
distress which is not uncommon in schools today.
Currently, attention may be generally centered upon the
populations of seriously handicapped individuals as well as
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upon those "normal" children who bear specific learning disabilities.

The practice of assessment-prescriptive education,

focused as it is upon the needs-abilities characteristics
of the individual learner, enables the educator to identify
high degrees of talent as well as handicaps and deficits.
This accent in education may even be assumed as a preventive
measure to the onset of the boredom-unrest-disruption behavior
syndrome, which is often noted in pupils beginning about at
age nine.

It may also be a major contributor to the talent

reservoir for our nation's future.
Co~~only,

preschool programs sponsored by both public

and private agencies in the United States have tended toward
the traditional nursery school activity design where the nonspecific or broadly stated objectivei were concentrated in
the affective and psychombtor domain~ (Bloom, 1956) .
goal statements were:

Typical

To develop social competency and to

achieve maximum physical development.

That the pupils dis-

played behaviors over broad continua and thus had not only
general but highly specific needs rather than group needs
was generally not recognized in program design (Morrow and
McBride, 1977).

Exceptions to this general pattern above

have been noted, e.g., the carefully planned and executed
programs of Weikart in Michigan and Bereiter-Engelmann in
Illinois (Evans, 1971).

But with few exceptions the evalua-

tions of preschool programs in terms of children's success
in later primary education have been largely inconclusive
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with most j_cdicating no signific a nt me asurable las ting gains.
The joint evaluation report of Operation Head Start by the
Westinghouse Learning Corporation-Ohio University (1969)
specifically mentioned the success of the few programs which
had concentrated on language or cognitive skilis development
while finding that the contributions of other programs
seemed to be largely observable only in the improvement of
parental attitudes toward and parental support for such
programs.
Through a much longer period of development,
education has been approaching
needs of each learner.

th~

task

o~

element~ry

meeting individual

The experience has run

~rom

(~)

the old,

and still current' system of a common program for all pupils in.
a classroom to (b) attempts to group for reading instruction,
and now, in many classrooms, to (c) provision of individualized
instruction for each pupil.

(Talmadge, 1975).

The 6oncept

-

of individualizing instruction rests upon a logical foundation
-

-

stemming from experience which has shown that grouping techniques,
in the midst of the heterogeneity of pupils' learning rates and
past experienc es; have not been able
learners (Lee, 1973).

to

meet the needs o;f many

To date no careful investigation supplying

good data to support the logic has appeared.
That logic holds that

upo~

careful systematic examination

the educator can determine the existing level of knowledge or
skill possessed by the learner in any learning sequence of
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behavior and thereby d ete rmine that learner's entry point and
a plan to expand his learnings.
this principle is expressed:

Phrased more succinctly,

ASSESS, PLAN, IMPLEMEN'r, ASSESS

AGAIN.
The writer, in a review of literature, found assessment
instruments which sampled in dep 'ch the preschool learner's
behavior in only one area, the psychomotor domain.

He

reviewed forty tests, scales, and sc ree ning devices in the
cognitive domain and found no n e available to preschool
educators having adequate depth in the area of development of
language and cognitive skills.

'l'hose instruments which require

psychometric expertise for administration, scoring or interpr~tation

are considered in this study as non-available to the

preschool teachers and their para-profes~i6nal assistants.
Availability, in terms of economy of dollars and time, would
rule out the instruments which require a psychometrist as
examiner.
Rationale of the Study
The rapid expansion of preschool programs has been
earlier noted as a result of certain sociological shifts
within the United States.

Additionally, there is now wide

recognition of the importance of the first six years to the
total intellectual development of the individual (Hunt, 1961;
Bloom, 1964; Deutsch, 1966; Hymes, 1968; Educational Policies
Co~mission,

1966).

Perhaps primarily due to the impact of

Hunt (1961) and Bloom (1964), there is now strong support
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for extension of organized educational programs to children of
ages two through five years (Educational Policies Commission,
1966; Hymes, 1968; Goodlad, 1973).

Weikart

(1977) found

strong evide nce that preschool education programs can make a
positive stable impact favoring pupil success through the
primary grades.
Othe :c authorities have noted the importance of early
language and conceptual development in terms of:
(a)

academic success with its important contribution
to self-esteem (Coopersmith, 1968).

(b)

admission to the mainstream of our society (Frost,
1976; Leeper, 1968; Moulton, 1970; McDavid, 1970).

Alroy (1975) stated:

"Without a clear sense of where the

child is . • . the program will allow insufficient opportunity
for the child to assimilate the instructional experiences
it provides."

(p.ll4).

Deutsch (1967), Hildebrand (1976),

and Gray and Miller (1967) issued statements concurring in
the importance of assessment.

Combining (a) the emphasis upon

providing preschool educational programs with (b) the increasing
inclusion within such programs of major language-cognition
components, assessment of language and cognitive skill development becomes a foundation for implementing preschool
educational endeavor.

Thus the problem for this study has

developed.
The Problem
Experience suggests strongly that optimal educational
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practice is that which individualizes programs for each learner.
'l'o at·tempt the accomplishment of such programming the educator
must first systematically assess the learner's competence in
any behavioral area; next short-run objectives may be stated;
and third instructional methods may be determined and applied.
In one specific area of pupil behavior, that of language and
cognitive skills, there existed no single adequate assessment
device which could be broadly and economically applied by
preschool teachers or their assistants.
The purpose of this study was

to

develop

a

valid and reliable assessment instrument, enabling educators
who focus on the developmen-t of language and cognitive skills
to determine the existing skill repertoire of each learner
within the age bracket of three to five years, and thus the
entry level of that learner into programs to extend his learning.

The target instrument must:

(1) be easily administered,

even by para-professional personnel;

(2) be readily scored and

quickly interpreted; and (3) be clearly indicative of both
strengths and weaknesses in the young child's language and
cognitive development.
The assessment instrument must sa·tisfy the following
requirements:
1.

Test-retest reliability with a Pearson Product
Moment Correlation of .75 or higher;

2.

Inter-rater reliability with a Kendall Correlation
of Concordance of .75 or higher;
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3.

Content validity as d e termined by an item by item
review by three judges;

4.

Crit e rion validity as determined by comparing
rankings of pupils from (a) assessment scores and
(b) teacher judgments of rank positions of the
same pupils in terms of skills and concepts used
in assessme nt items.
Assumptions

For the purpose of this study the following a ssumptions
and limitations are set forth.
Assumptions
1.

Children of ages three through five years, having no
serious apparent

handicaps~

will di s play skills r a nging

from the developmental levels of two through seven
years.
2.

A diagnostic instrument will be of immediate aid to
instructional personnel operating in preschool
education centers even though the standardization
of that instrument has not been accomplished.

3.

Access to the mainstream of our society, access that
is to the middle class culture, will continue to
demand language and cognitive development promoting
academic success in public schools which assume
competence in the dialect tenued Standard English.
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Chapter Two of this dissertation will present a review
of literature pertinent to the purposes and significance of
the .study.

Chapter Three will deal with the methodology by

which the Assessment was developed and with the testing of
the instrument's validity and reliability.

Chapter Four will

include the assessment and the analysis of data obtained in
reliability and validity investigations.

Concluding the

dissertation, Chapter Five will summarize the study and suggest
further investigation in the field of the Problem.

ll

Clll\.PTER II
Review of the Literature

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to develop an assessment
instrument to measure the developed language skills and
cognitive frameworks of children of ages three through five
years.

The instrument was conceived as a

cri~ : erion-referenced

test for diagnostic use by teachers and para-professional
personnel in preschool educational programs.

A revievl of

literature is presented to substantiate the value of that
instrument, The Preschool Language-Cognitive Ski lfS Assessment for Curriculum Entry (PLACE).
In this chapter literature is reviewed for four related
areas:
1.

The place, or importance, of preschool educational
programs in the United States.

2.

The place, or importance, of components within
such organized programs for the development of
language and cognitive skills.

3.

The place, or importance, of assessment of behavior
in educational endeavor.

4.

The place, or importance, of Standard English in
educational institutions today.

!mportance of Preschool Education
Concerning the wisdbm of providing early educational
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opportunity for children below age six there is no unanimity
of opinion and certainly no clear decisive conclusions to be
drawn from the multitude of fragmentary studies or from the
few well planned and carefully executed research studies thus :far
available (Evans, 1971).

Moore and Moore (1977) stated their

position that the education of young children belongs in the
home; they failed to consider however sociological factors
which are generating the needed development of the programs
which they assail.

They also do not consider any of the

sociological data which indicated that for many children
the home scarcely exists as a safe and supportive environment
conducive to the general growth and development of ihe child.
Other more careful commentators including Merle Karnes, Ira
Gordon, and Edith Grotberg, noted

th~t

for many children the

home is or can become a favorable environment

for the nurturance

of the bodies and personalities of young learners (Butler, 1974;
Evans, 1971).

Evans noted that shccess in modifying

home

environments was variable and that training first a neighborhood resident to act as a consultant-teacher seemed to offer
most promise.

Almy (1966) expressed concern that preschool

programs preserve opportunity for spontaneous play as an
avenue for intellectual development.
Many authorities now favor the provision of educational services to some children at an early age.

The Education Policies

Commission, the body jointly appointed by the National Education
Association and the American Association of School Administrators,
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in its publication of 19 6 6 entitled Universal

Oppor_t~Ei -t:Y_~_!?_£

Early _Childhood Education stated:
The development of intellectual ability and intellectual interest is fundamental to the achievement of
all the goals of American education.

Yet these

qualities are greatly affected by what happens to
children before they reach school.

A growing body

of research and experience demonstrates that by the
age of six most children have already developed a
considerable part of the intellectual ability they
will possess as adults.

Six is now generally accept-

ed as the normal age of entrance to school.
lieve this practice is obsolete.

We be-

All children should

have the opportunity to go to school at public expense beginning at age four.
Hymes (1968), in his preface, expressed his hope that first
grade in the public elementary school will become "the program
for three year olds" and that programming for six year olds
will then become grade four.
refers to the

11

On page 46 of the same work he

DEW Line" of preschool as "the Distant Early

Warning System" where special needs of children can b·:= discerned in order that they may "begin early to get the help
they need.

11

Goodlad (1973) would se·t

four.
Hunt (1961) stated:

11

first grade" at age

14

In the light of these considerations, it appears
tha t the counsel frcm experts on child rearing
during the third and much of the four decades of
the twenti.eth century to let children be while
they grow and to avoid excessive stimulation was
highly unfortunate.

The problem for the manage-

ment of child development is to find out how to
groom the encounters that children have with their
environments to foster both an optimally rapid
rate of intellectual development and a satisfying
life.

Further ... it might be feasible to discover

ways to govern the encounters that children have
with their environments, especially during the
early years of their development, to achieve a
substantially faster rate of intellectual capacity ...
It is one of the major challenges of our time.
(p.363)
Shane (1973) stated that schooling, with emphasis
on developmental experiences instead of routine
custodial-type care, probably should begin no later
than at age three.
Skeels and Dye (1939) and Skeels (1966) found significant
evidence of the nurturing effects of improving the environment
of young children.

Their initial work studied thirteen mentally

retarded young children who were transferred from an orphanage
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to an institution for retarded where they receiv e d "mothering"
from olde r retarded girls; the control group of normal 1nental
capacity children remained in the orphanage.

Through the years

the experimental group, those receiving intensive "mothering",
made significant gains in rated intelligence while the control
group experienced no gains or actually declined in performance.
Of the control group, four were, in 1966, still wards of
institutions.

Of the experimental group, in 1966, one had

completed one year of college training, all were high school
graduates, and all were self-supporting.
Commenting on the new demands upon all individuals resulting from

rec~nt

cultural technological change, Mowbray

and Salisbury (1975) noted that the child not only has to
deal with difficult concepts at an early age, but also must
acquire skill in developing his own
of new problems confronting him.

so~utions

to a range

Their words, on p.ll6, are

"to keep pace ... the child has to develop his mental powers to
full capacity".
Recalling the remarkable social shifts occurring to the
institution of the family, the above implies for some children
found within all socioeconomic classes the desirability of
preschool educational programs.
As of 1969, according to the Report of the White House
Conference on Children (1970) four million children under six
years of age had working mothers; seven million were being
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raised in fatherless home s; divorce and ill e gitimate birth
rates were, and still are, on the rise; teen-aged motherhood
was, and still is, rapidly increasing.
Bronfenbrenner (1970, 1973) presented a sociological
analysis from which he concluded that the American family is
withdrawing from the traditional child rearing functio11; he
identified this withdrawa l as a major factor threatening the
socialization process in the United States.

F~rther,

he

recommended that some of the child rearing functions be
assumed by communities and institutions including the schools.
Frost (1976) likewise noted the changing patterns in
American life.

He observed that the two parent family has

been traditionally regarded as the most appropriate environment for child growth and developmen:t.

Frost also noted

that the reality is now the lack of the traditional intact

family structure and that alternative high

qua~ity

child

nurturing arrangements must be provided.
As one alternative, Margaret Mead

has suggested forming

"two-adult households" where the second adult may be a friend,
a relative of an older generation, or a sibling.

Another

alternative which seems to be finding strong and increasing
support is the preschool program.

17

Languag_e and

~ogni tive

Skills Development

The history of educational programs for very young children
spans a period of centuries, at least as far back as the time
of Comenius, 1592-1670, who recommended that all children
receive formal schooling, with the mother-school to serve
children up to age six.

Over the years a tradition has de-

veloped which concentrated attention upon the affective and
Psychomotor domains for curriculum development.

However,

because of the rapidly accumulating evidence that a large
proportion of children fail to profit from the educational
programs commencing at age five or six, in both public and
private schools, attention has been directed particularly
over the past fifteen years to means of remed.ying the sit.uation
whereby large numbers of our youth are ill prepared for the
adult word of economic and citizenship activity.

One avenue

of that attention has been the development of cognitivelyoriented preschool curricula to prepare young learners for
success in the academic mileu of primary school education.
Many experienced professionals from the field of preschool education (Alroy, 1966; Kamii and Radin, 1967; Elkind,
1969;

Harris and Fisher, 1969) have expressed concern

over this rather recent development; Moore and Moore, cited
earlier, represent the extreme of this opinion.

The position

taken by some suggests that curricular design must be "either
or" by nature.

That the "either or" argument, either cogni-

tive approach or traditional "whole child" pattern where one
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must aw.:li t "readiness", may be specious was stated by David
Lillie {1975) who noted that instructional efforts while
focused upon the cognitive domain do not exist in an affective
vacuum.

Lillie emphasized that the socio-emotional nature of

any learning situation is always attended to by the competent
teacher; he used the term, "a false dichotomy", to describe
the

11

either - or" position.
Programs do exist which avoid the "either

Weikart

or'~

description;

(1977) directed one such and described data obtained

from the Ypsilanti Preschool Demonstration Project, where two .
cognitively-oriented programs and a more traditional program
were studied.

Weikart noted that even five years after

the intervention of preschool, statistically significant
differences favored the fourth grade pupils who had preschool
experience over those who did not.

Experimental group children

were less likely to be retained in grade or to be placed in
special education programs; only 13% of the experimental
group were so retained or placed while 34% of the control
group were.

Weikart stated:

"Such evidence stands in

sharp contrast to the wide spread opinion that preschool
education has no long-term developmental consequences ... "
(p.l85)
Hildebrand (1976) also noted the importance of early
childhood education and that young children both can and
want to learn.

He further observed that teachers develop

the child's intelligence by encouraging curiosity , thinking,
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and reasoning.

Hildebrand commen ted that the child ne e ds

to acquire .new vocabulary and patte rns of usage in his
social-intellectual activity.
The Westinghouse Learning Corporation-Ohio University
joint report (1969), assessing the impact of Project Head
Start, among other recormnenda tions, urged ext.ension of
services to younger childr e n and increased attention to
language development.

Other work, according to Evans (1971)

--including that of Ausubel (1964), Deutsch (1964) and Jensen
(1966)--described a gap between the child's development and
the task-demands of the public school; Jensen regarded the
problem as one of a deficit in conceptual tools rather than
of learning capacity.

Bereiter and Engelmann (1966) suggested,

as well, that there is little evidence to indicate that
memory skills or basic acquisition skills of the child are
causal of the problems which are embraced by the hypothesis
of the cumulative deficit (Ausubel, 1964) .

Evans (1971)

di~cussing

the Ausubel hypothesis of the cumulative deficit noted that
it is supported by school failure rates of children from
low socio-economic background.

He further noted research

on the effects of environmental deprivation and enrichment
upon measured intelligence and language development.

The

work of Skeels and Dye earlier cited is pertinent to the
nurturing effect of a responsive or enriched environment.
Emphasizing again the importance of a curricular
structure including major efforts directed to the cognitive
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domain, Bruner and Greenfield (T969) noted that the decision
whether to intervene in intellectual development cannot be
based on the claim that such interventions make little
difference.
Wechsler (1967) and Isaacs (cited in Russell, 1955) both
stressed the ability of four year old children to function
in the cognitive domain.

Isaacs who early, the year being

1926, argued with Piaget concerning methodology of investig~ting

childrens' thinking related an incident where Danny,

age 3.5 years, protested that Harold without a stick was still
a considerable threat.

Wechsler noted that the four year old

child is not restricted to the sensory-motor or any other
modality in intellectual functioning but is able and ready
to learn if "his interest and attention are sufficiently
engaged".
Bereiter and Engelmann (1966) have examined the curriculum
task demands of typical public school primary departments
and argued that if a child is a year or more retarded in
language and conceptual development at age four, he needs to
develop at twice the normal rate in order to compare favorable
with his peers by age five.

Their ''structural pedagogy" is

an intensive effort to prepare for the academic demands of
the primary grades curricula and is oriented toward:
(a}

development of vocabulary and functional syntactical structures, of Standard English.
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(b)

ling uistic respons e s which enable the symbolic
manipulation inherent in r e asoning.

(c)

use of language to control one's behavior, e.g.,
planning actions prior to acting, anticipating
consequences, and deducing conclusions.

(d)

clear communication of thought in complete sequential
form.

The emphasis of +.his program is that language is in-·
separable from cognition at any but the primitive cognitive
levels of early infancy.
Deutsch (1964) described a series of prerequisite skills
and attitudes fost~ring succeis in our primary schools.

These

included:
1.

Receptive Language.

2.

Verbal Ex pression.

3.

Concept Formation.

4.

Organization of Information, Generalization.

5.

Visual and Auditory Discrimination .

6.

Environmental Organization, both Temporal and Spatial.

7.

Achievement Motivation.

8.

High Self-Esteem.

Items 1 - 6 above added to goals (a) -

(d) of the

Bereiter-Engelmann program were used in the initial processes
of development of the PLACE.
Although the role of language as a basic tool of thought
remains controversial with linguists, semanticists, and
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psychologists linked in both support and denial, there are
compelling reasons to utilize language development in
conjunction with curricular elements from the cognitive domain.
Frost and Kissinger (1976) indirectly supported that assumption:

"Whether or not children should be taught Standard

English in order to participate fully in the ... mainstream
society is indeed a value judgment"

(p.l28).

[Emphasis added.]

In Leeper (1968) was found this statement:

"The rapid

learning of language and its ability to make possible the control of the environment, is one of the most challenging and
important aspects of development during the preschool years"
(p.36).

Moulton (1970) referred to the function of language

in structuring our experiences.

McDavid (1970), reviewing

the vast array of social relationships of our culture, stated
that those who do not have command of the standand

language

may retain ethnic identify and pride but are excluded from
educational and economic opportunities.
Bruner (1971) noted that where the child has not learned
to use his language analytically and reflectively, he is
'slowly but surely excluded from schooling and thereby excluded
from access to the powerful tools of the technology and of
the mainstream culture."

(p.l04)

In a further linking of language development to cognitive
growth, Detterding (1970) suggested that language and cognition
are highly correlated.
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Blank (1974)

s ~udied

the performance of young children

on tasks requiring use of verbal symbols in reasoning and
concluded that the influence of language on a young child's
thinking has been greatly underestimated because of focusing
experimental efforts on problems of visual-spatial processing.
Kohlberg, Yaeger, and Hjertholm (1968) found evidence ir1
support of Vygotsky's thesis that egocentric speech of young children aids in cognitive processing and becomes the
inner speech of the Russian school of thought.
While Dale (1976) stated that linguists are now becoming increasingly interested in the relation of language
development to cognitive development, he also posed the
challenge:

"Whether it is cognitive advance that explains

the improvement in language or the reverse, remains a fundamental problem for developmental psychology"

(p.226).

The

evidence now available is in support of emphasis upon language
development training occurring simultaneously with instruction
in basic conceptual frameworks.
Importance of Assessment in Early Childhood Education
An interesting analogy drawn by Gray and Miller (1967)
perhaps places assessment in its perspective most ably; the
authors in describing research attempts ranged them from (a)
the rifle technique with a single bullet aimed at a specific
target; to (b) the shotgun approach with many pellets expected
to form a broad diffuse pattern about a target, to (c) the
blunderbuss approach where a crude barrel is loaded with
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miscell a n eous s c raps of metal and fir e d but a short distanc e
in the gen e ral direction of a target.

Assessment, to discove r

e xisting levels of developme nt of specific skills or

co~cepts,

is narrowing the educator's surveillance of a single individu a l,
much as the traine d rifleman utilizes his rifle's adjusted
sights, to a focus rather than a spanning glance.

Gray and

Miller in the same article a lso noted that assessment procedures at school entrance have not adequately demonstrated the
magnitude of the language-cognitive skill differe nces between
middle class and lower class children.

They also stated tha t

intervention delayed until school entrance is too late.

Othe r

observations indicated that the same conditions are found
within all social blasses, that wide variations of developme nt
between and among learners cannot be limited to social class
differences (Palmer, 1972).

Gleason (1972) found in an

experiment in Cambridge, Mass., where the nursery school
population studied was thoroughly mixed in terms of ethnic
groups and socioeconomic class, that poor and able four year
old communicators were not stratified in any sense.
Alroy (1975) described assessment in an interesting fashion:
"Without ... a clear sense of where the child is, of the state
of his being_, so to speak, the program will allow insufficien·t
opportunity for the child to assimilate the instructional
experiences it provides••

(p.60).

Hildebrand,

(1976) noted

that assessment of the child gives clues to the teacher
about what to teach, that assessment demonstrates what the
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child has already mastered as well as his gaps in skill,
concept, or language development.

Deutsch (1967) further

emphasized the importance of assessment by referring to the
"proper task" as the diagnosis of

nee~

the prescription of re-

mediation techniques, and the evaluation of results.
Evans (1974) stated, "If the readiness principle is to be
anything but a sterile cliche, childrens' entering behavi.or
must be assessed ... and the data then used to facilitate individualized instruction .•• "

(p.288).

Frost and Kissinger

(1976) repeatedly referred to "diagnostic evaluation" of the
preschool child as the prerequisite to the instructional planning.

Evans (1974) also has noted that there is a need for

measurement devices which are valid, reliable, and practical,
i.e., economical in time spent as well as cost, and productive
of data usable by the teacher in the improvement of a child's
performance in some specific area.
Standard English:

Its Place and Importance

Linqui~ts--Baratz

(1969) , Wolfram (1969) , Palmer (1970) ,

Labov (1970), et al.--offer evidence that all dialects offer
equal sophistication in communication potential; their emphasis
is upon the rules structure of grammar.

The:y, however, do not

offer evidence that within the sub-culture groups which use dialects other than Standard English, there also exist the social
situations which prompt the development of an extensive grammar
and vocabulary which can deal effectively with highly sophisti-
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cated id ea s or conc epts .

From th e ir contr ibutions, however,

educators can realize that overt rejection of a young child's
dialect may . b e come for that child a rejection of his personal
worth and dignity, in fact a signal for the child's withdrawal from the educational effort.
For those who see the school systems in the United States
as either slow to change--the concept of institutional lag
amid cultural change--or as committed to maintenance of
middle class cultural mores and folkways, Standard English
will remain the language of the school (Dale, 1976).

Experi-

mental work has shown that it is feasible to modify the
language of children whose first language may be of a highly
restri6ted code, using Basil Bernstein's term, or a much
different dialect such as Black English.
Gleason (1972), e.g., using a

~arne

situation, found that

with one fifteen minute session per week for a period of
four weeks, four year olds moved readily from a "restricted
code" to an "elaborated code".

Wight and Sinclair I cited

in Cazden (1972), in a University of Birmingham, England,
project, in 1969 taught Standard English in the written form
to West Indian immigrant children of ages seven to teri, while
working to improve their oral fluency in their native dialects.
The unstated assumption was that imitative behavior would help
these youngsters drop much of their oral dialect.

Also,it

may be noted,in print pronunciation becomes irrelevant.
It has been noted in the United States that the foreign
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language background s of children of immigrants has surprising-·
ly little influence, that these children of Italian, Yiddish,
or Puerto Rican Spanish speaking parents will be using English
and retaining the language of their parents only passively
(Cazden, 1972).
Frost and Kissinger, McDavid, and Bruner, all earlier
cited, have noted that access to the mainstream society,
to the privileges and rewards of the middJ.e class culture,
hinges upon success in school and upon fluency in Standard
English.

The assessment instrument produced by the present

study has been restricted to Standard Englisl1 for the reasons
these authorities have noted.
Summary
This chapter has presented a revievl of literature T,.;hich
supports the significance of the study's problem:

The

development of an assessment instrument to diagnose the
skills--concepts, strengths, and weaknesses of young children
in the areas of language and cognition.

The first section of

the review demonstrated the important place occupied in the
United States today by preschool education.

A second section

then supported the growing interest in the development of
language and cognitive components within preschool educational
programs.

Third, the necessity for assessment of entering

behavior of the individu a l was noted.

Following came the

section in which the issue of Standard English versus Other
Dialect was discussed.

Not discussed were the many assessment
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tools which the writer closely examined prior to the development
of PLACE.

A list of those instruments appears in an appendix

to this dissertation.
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CHAPrrER III
'rhe Re search Procedures of the

~tudy

Introduction
This study's purpose was to construct an assessment instrument to sample language skills and cognitive behaviors
of children, ages three through five years.

Because children

may reflect both slow and rapid developmental rates, the age
level of assessment items was set to cover the age range
from twenty-four months through ninety-five months.

The

assessment instrument to be developed \vas conceived as a
diagnostic tool, a criterion referenced instrument, to be
available for use by teachers and para-professional personnel
of preschool educational centers.
1.

That instrument, then must:

Be easily administered, requiring no psychometric
expertise.

2.

Be readily scored and interpreted, again requiring
no psychometric expertise.

3.

Be clearly indicative of both strengths and weaknesses in the child's language and cognitive skill
development.

4.

Be economical in terms of time of assessing and
interpreting.

Moreover, it must be valid and reliable in terms of (a) Content
Validity,

(b) Criterion Validity,

and (d) Inter-Rater Reliability.

(c) Test-Retest Reliability,
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The study proceeded through the following steps:
1.

Careful review of existing instruments which partly met the needs expressed in the first chapter of
this dissertation.

2.

Development of an instrument based on the best of
the available tests plus careful construction of
additional items to increase the sampling of behaviors
in language and cognition.

3.

Revision, pilot testing, and further revision of the
instrument.

4.

Submission to three expert judges for appraisal,
item by item, of content validity.

5.

Revision of items to meet the suggestions of judges.

6.

Testing the instrument to ascertain test-retest
reliability, inter-rater reliability, and criterion
validity.
Phase 1:

~nitially

Developing a Matrix

a list of skills and concepts was developed

by investigating the work of other researchers whose instruments are listed in the Appendix of this report.

These in-

struments were selected as those containing sections tapping
some language and cognitive skills at age levels two through
seven years; the selection was made after reviewing the

He~d

start Test Collection, Buras' Tests in Print, Doctoral Dissertation Abstracts, and listings of commonly used tests
found in Frost and Kissinger (1976), Colvin and Zaffiro (1974),
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and Jordan, Hayden, Karnes, and Wood (1977).

The list of

skills and concepts was t.hen categorized and appears in
List 1.
List 1

Skills and Concepts:

The Foundation of

The Preschool Language-Cognitive Skills
Assessment for Curriculum Entry

1.

Auditory Discrimination.

2.

Auditory Association.

3.

Auditory Memory.

4.

Visual Discrimination.

5.

Visual Memory.

6.

Labeling.

7.

Verbal Expression.

8.

Concepts, Spatial.

9.

Concepts, Temporal.

10.

Concept of Number.

11.

Concept of Velocity.

12.

Organization of Information.

13.

Concept of Size.

14.

Classification and Categorization.

15.

Verbal Analogies.

16.

Reasoning.

17.

Seriation.

18.

Conservation of Mass, Number, and Volume.
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From that list and the Dev e lo pme nt a l Guidelin es (Karn e s,
undated), a matrix was develop e d from which direction for
preparation of items of The Preschool Lan guage-Co g nitive
Assessme nt for Curriculum Entry (PLACE) came.

Skill~

Because several

othe r research e rs had found conside rabl e changes occurring a t
certain points on the d e v e lopme ntal schedule of normal c hildr e n,
the decision was mad e to use their jdentical age groupings.
Those groupin g s are:
l.

Two years, zero months to two years, five months.

2.

Two years, six months to three years, zero months.

3.

Three years, one month to three years, five months.

4.

Three years, six months to four years, z e ro months .

5.

Four years, one month to five - years, zero months .

6.

Five years, one month to six years, zero months.

7.

Six years, one month to seven years , zero months.

8.

Seven years, one month to eight years, zero months.

The inclusion in the instrument of age level items below
and above the ages of the pupils to be assessed recognizes
that both slow and rapid development will occur among this
population.
childrGn.

It is critical to identify early both types of
On the one hand, serious deficits may suggest the

need for referral to other diagnosticians, perhaps medical
or psychological; on the other hand, remarkably rapid development d e serves careful planning of educational programs to
prevent boredom and to maintain as high as possible the further
learning rate.
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Li s t

2

Skills Tapp e d b y the PLACE

. PLACE I t.ern

Main Skill Requisite

1.

Visual Discrimination

2.

Visual Memory

3.

Visual Discrimination

4.

Visual Discrimination

5.

Labelling, Abstractions

6.

Labelling, Abstractions

7.

Labelling, Body Parts

8.

Auditory Perception

9.

Labelling, Abstractions

10.

Labelling, Concrete Objects

11.

Auditory Perception and
Verbal Expression

12 .

Visual Memory

13.

Concept of an Object's
Function

14.

Auditory Perception and
Verbal Expression

15.

Concept of Self, Identity

16.

Color Discrimination

17.

Visual Discrimination

18.

Visual Memory

19.

Concept of One

20.

Classification, Visual
Discrimination
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PLACE Item

21.

Understand Meaning of
Pronouns

22.

Concept of Self Identity

23.

Labelling, Body Parts

24.

Labelling, Concrete Objects

25.

Function of above Objects

26.

Function of above Objects
Presented in Abstraction

27.

Auditory Memory

28.

Classification by Color

29.

Color Discrimination

30 .

Object Discrimination

31.

Understand Meaning o f
Prepositions

32.

Visual Discrimination

33.

Understand Meaning of
Pronouns

34.

Concept of Velocity

35.

Classification, Size
Discrimination

36.

Concept of Part-Whole

37.

Labelling of Abstractions

38.

Visual Memory

39.

Concept of More Than

40.

Visual Memory

41.

Classification by Category

42.

Classification, Categories,
Presented in Abstractions
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PLACE Item-

Main Skill Re gui si. t e ·

43.

Understand Meaning of
Singular and Plural

44.

Understand Meaning of
Prepositions

45.

Labelling, Body Parts

46.

Verbal Expression

47.

Understand Sensory Functions

48.

Verbal Expression, Oral
Labelling

49.

Concept of Number

50.

Verbal Expression

51.

Concept of Velocity

52.

Size Discrimination

53.

Reasoning Using Visual
Perception

54.

Concept of Number

55.

Understand Meaning of
Singular and Plural

56.

Understand Verbal Analogy

57.

Classification by Size

58.

Discrimination of Size:
Length

59.

Understand Meaning of
Prepositions

60.

Verbal Expression

61.

Concept of Time

62.

Understand Concept of
Number

63.

Verbal Expression

J
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PLACE I ·tern

Main Skill Requisite

64.

Classification: Discrimination of Common Element

65.

Understand Verbal Analogies

66.

Understand Sequence of Number

67.

Understand Verbal Analogies

68.

Size Discrimination using
Auditory Association

69.

Conservation of Number

70.

Size Discrimination using
Auditory Association

71.

Seriation by Length, and
Concept of Number

72.

Understand Concept of Nuwber

73.

Understand Concept of
Sameness and Difference

74.

Understand Concept of
One-to-One Correspondence

75.

Reasoning: Concept of
Same-Different

76.

Understand Concept of
Part-Whole

77.

Reasoning:

78.

Understand Concept of Number

79.

Understand Verbal Analogies

80.

Understand Rudiments of
Fractions

81.

Reasoning: Determining
Fallacies in Oral Presentations

82.

Understand Six Useful Concepts
in.Twenty-Eight Presentations

Verbal Closure
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PLJI.CE Item

Main Skill Requisite

83.

Conservation of Number

84.

Understand Concept of
Same-Different

85.

Classification:
Discrimination of Common Element

86.

Conservation of Size with
Visual Clue Distortion

87.

Conservation of Number

88.

Understand Concept of
Chronology

89.

Reasoning:

90.

Reasoning to Establish a
Perceptual Guide

91.

Understand Concept of Verbal
Opposite

92.

Understand Concept of Visual
Perspective

93.

Auditory Memory

94.

Understand Seriation and Use
of Ordinal Number

95.

Describe Meaning of Certain
Labels

96.

Complex Classificat.ion: Three
Discriminating Features

97.

Understand Concept of
Same-Different

98.

Conservation of Volume

99.

Complex Classification:
Four
Discriminating Features

100.

Hidden Members.

Reasoning:
Complex
Classification
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_________
___
Main Skill Reauisite
....__

PLACE Item
101.

Reasoning:
Complex
Classification

102.

Conservation of Length

103.

Reasoning: Establishing
Seriat.ion
Phase 2:

Developing t .he Early Drafts of the

From the material presented in

~LACE_

Lists 1 and 2, items

tapping each skill or concept were written at the appropriate
age levels according to the consensus of experts (Karnes,
undated) .
one.

The total of such items reached one hundred eighty-

The writer with the counsel of his faculty advisers, re-

duced the number to ninet.y-nine.

Where doubt arose as to age

level placement, the writer used the item with appropriate
aged children, pupils in a preschool program with ages spanning
both directions of plus and minus one year around the area of
doubt.
Next, a careful examination was made of each item in
terms of:
1.

Was the language comprehensible by the child?

2.

How could the item best be presented to the
child?

From decisions reached for these questions, a third edition of
the PLACE was prepared, and an assessment kit containing equipment necessary to the use of the instrument was developed.

The
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third edition uti lized concrete obj e cts or abstractio w:;, e .g. ,
line drawings or pictures, for sixty-seven of the ninety - nine
items.
Phas e 3:

Initial Field Testing of the Assessment

In July, 1977, the Assessment was used with thirty-one
children in the Child Care Centers operated by the Modesto,
California, City School District, to obtain answers to three
questions:
1.

Is the instrument interesting to children of ages
three through five years, i.e., will it hold their
attention?

2.

Do children understand the language used in task
presentation?

3.

Can the assessment procedure be accompli.shed economically in terms of time? · ·

The population of preschool centers in Modesto was selected
for two reasons:
(a) The director of preschool education was both willing
to advance research efforts and also seeking a better
pupil evaluation tool than then available;
(b) The instructional programs there operating were within reasonable proximity of the University of the
Pacific, Stockton, California.
The children assessed were from the upper lower class
using the Warn e r groupings and were from one-parent households.

The actual sample selection was made by the
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head teacher at each of the three centers on the basis of
"for whom do we need information most."
The writer concurrently assessed fifteen children of
ages four through five who were known by him or by friends to
be probably advanced in development.

This group was used as

subjects to examine the i terns above ag·e six years, although
no child was older than 68 months.

From the field test

results came the decisions to rewrite three items for
simplification of administration and to eliminate two
items which were too advanced in conceptual demand.
Phase 4:

Establishing the Validit:Y_ and Reliability of the Assessm?_nt

Content Validity
The PLACE, Revised Edition, was submitted to three a.uthorities in the field of Preschool Education for examination for
content validity assessment (Kerlinger, 1964); two of the judges
were faculty members of the University of the Pacific, while the
third was a faculty member of the California State University,
Fresno.

Each judge was asked to examine each item of the

assessment instrument in terms of:
1.

Is the item relevant to a preschool educational
program which includes a major component of instruction for development of language and cognitive skills;
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2.

Is the ite m correc t ly placed in the d e v e lopmental
age sequenc e ;

3.

Is the language used in each item comprehensible by
the child;

4.

Does the item extract the information desired.

Revisions to the instrument Y-' ere made in concurrence with their
critiques.
Criterion

yalidi~

Criterion Validity requires that an instrument perform
well in respect to some criterion such as the score obtained
by another highly respected test or the rankings of experts.
The assessme nt's criterion validity was determined by the
correlation obtained between

E5nk~n_g.§_

by three preschool teachers,

each ranking nine or ten pupils , and rank order of scores obtained for those same pupils

by the Assessment.

One teacher judged the rank order of ten three year old
pupils in terms of mastery of the following list of skills and
concepts taken from the Assessment items in the three year old
range:
1.

Classification by colors, two.

2.

Recognition of three colors of six presented--red,
green, orange, blue, black,

3.

Identification of three common objects of six
presented--fork, dog, cup, knife, glass, bottle.

4.

Understanding of three prepositions from a series of
"on, under, in-front-of, behind".
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5.

Inte~pret

pictures for three actions--from running,

sitting, standing, reclining, or other.
6.

Understands pronouns, three from a series of "he,
who, her, me, they, them,it".

7.

Meaning of "slow and fast"--concept of velocity.

8.

Size discrimination by matching.

9.

Recognition of whole from parts.

10.

Identification of visual representation of con®on
articles of clothing.

11.

Visual Memory of a removed item in an array of three.

12.

Understands concept of "more -than".

13.

Visual Memory of hidden object.

14.

Classification, three categories, of conrraon objects-clothes, toys, foods.

15.

Classification as above

us~ng

pictures of objects.

This list represents the first fifteen items of the three year
old range, twenty-three items in all, of the Assessment.
A second teacher similarly ranked nine four year old pupils
using the following list taken from the Assessment's four year
old range:
1.

Size discrimination, "large-small".

2.

Use reasoning to establish objects in a straight line
with a perceptual clue .

3.

Understand quantity differences using five objects
and two identical objects, "hm\1 many are needed to
make the smaller the same as the larger group".
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4.

Uses singular and plural forms correctly.

5.

Concept of verbal opposites .

6.

Classification by size, three classes.

7.

Discrimination by length--"longer and shorter".

8.

Und e rsta nds prepositions--"under, over, on, beneath,
above".

9.

Adequacy of oral communication--make simple clear
stateme nt.

A third teacher used the following list as a guide in
judging t he rank order of ten five year old pupils.
1.

Underst.ands basic concept of number--" do you want
four peanuts or two".

2.

Verbal imitation of a sentence containing two simple
ideas.

3.

Classification by common element--"comb, brush, nail
file, marble 11 - - which one is different.

4.

Verbal closure.

5.

Understands rudiments of number through seven-- "what
comes after six, what comes before four 11

6.

Simple verbal analogies--"a floor is
soft 11

7.

•

hard~

a bed is

•

Size discrimination dependent on aural reception-"which is larger, a cat or a mouse".

8.

Mathematical:

One-to-One Correspondence.

9.

Size discrimination as in #7 with verbal closure-"an elephant is large; a mouse is

II

The correlation was determined using the Spearman Rank Order
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Corr e l at i o n t ec hnique.
r=.62, r=.62, and
~es~-R e test

The thre e co e fficients computed we r e :

r ~ .21.

Reliability

Reliability, as stated by Kerlinger (1964), is essentially
a measure of consistency.

High test reliability scores indi-

cate that whatever the test measures, it will do again and
again.

To determine the Assessment's reliability, two pro-

cedures we re followed:

The first will be described here;

second is described below.

the

Using a population of thirty childre n!

the examiner administered the Assessment twice for each child
with an interval of ten days separating each pair of administra-tions.

IniJcial scores were compared to second scores using the

Pearson Correlation technique. ·The coefficient computed was r=.86.
Inter-Ra~er

Reliability

If an instrument is to be of wide usefulness, it must
provide consistency of results regardless of the examiner using
it, subject only to the cautions common to most tests and
testing situations.

Therefore, four raters were trained by

the writer; their backgrounds were similar in that each worked
in a preschool center and each was a student in a college
class for training para-professional preschool personnel; not
controlled were their skill levels in working with young
children nor their own basic learning aptitudes.

Each assessor

then administered the instrument to each of the same group of
ten children.

Using Kendall's Correlation of Concordance, the

writer computed an Inter-Rater Reliability estimate; the
coefficient was r=.97.
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Chapte r Thr ee of this report has d esc ribe d two s ets of
proc e dur es
1.

a

The process followed in construction of the
Assessment.

2.

The processes followed in determining Reliability
and Validity of the instrument.

In the following chapter will appear the Assessment, its
Manu a l, and the data of validity and reliability investigations.
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CHAPTER IV
Presenting the Manual, the PLACE
Instrument, and the Reliability and
Validity of the Instrument

Introduction
'l'he study's purpose was the development of an instrument,
criterion referenced, to .enable preschool educators and their
para-professional assistants to perform the assessment of
language and cognitive skills development of children ages
three through five years.

It developed out of a need for such

a tool as a review of literature, presented in the second
chapter, of this dissertation, established.
The Preschool Language-Cognitive Skills Assessment
for Curricu1,.1!!Jl_Entry (PLACE) was constructed in accordance with
the following stipulations:
1.

Ease of administration, requiring no psychometric
expertise.

2.

Ease of scoring and interpretation, requiring no
psychometric expertise.

3.

Clearly indicative of both strengths and weaknesses
of the pupils repertoire of skills and understandings.

4.

Economical in terms of assessment time, recognizing
the problem of attention span.

It was further stipulated that test reliability and validity
would be established for the instrument, hereafter referred

J
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to as t h e PLACE, to includ e :
1.

Te st-Retest reliability with a P e arson coefficient of correl a tion to equal or exc e ed .75.

2.

Inter-Rater reliability with a Kendall coefficient of concordance to equal or exceed .75.

3.

Cont e nt validity as determined by the item by
item appraisal of three judges, experts in the
field.

4.

Criterion validity with the criterion b e ing
teacher judgment of the rank order of pupils'
developmental levels of languag e and cognitive
skills; a Spearman rank order coefficient of not
less than r=.65 was stipulated.

This chapter will present the Manual, and the PLACE in its
current experimental edition, the edition of August , 1977.
The data for reliability and criterion validity are included
in the Manual.
The Manual
Rationale and Description.

Much attention is now being

given to the concept of individualizing educational opportunity
for all learners (Talmadge, 1975).

Germane to that concept

is the principle that assessment, by a criterion referenced
instrument, is needed to establish entry level into any
curriculum, to establish the learner's areas of skills,
conceptual attainments, and skill-conceptual deficits.
1975; Evans, 1974; Gray and Miller, 1967).

(Almy,

A review of

extant tests, screening instruments, and ratings scales re-
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veaJ e d that a

s i~gl e

in s trume nt meas uring a g e lev e l s two

through s .even y e ars in detail did not exi s t for a s s es sm e nt of
langua g e and cognitive skill development if the add e d stipulation that it not require psychometric e xp e rtise for administration, scorin g , and interpretation be included.
The conception of the PLACE rested upon the n ee d for a
tool immediately available for use by teachers and their
assistants; economy in both time and money terms was deemed
essential.
The PLACE is design e d for assessing the development of
the individual; it cannot be used as a group test.

It con-

sists of one hundred three items samplin g language and cognitive
behaviors from age twenty-four months through ninety-five
months.

The span of items below and above the age levels of

three through five years is designed to reveal both slow and
rapid development, each meriting careful planning and perhaps
referral to agencies outside the preschool center.
Age levels for the items of the instrument were first
extrapolated from the Developmental Guidelines, Compiled from
Selected Sources (Karnes, undated) and the n subjected to pilot
testing using a group of children whose socio-economic status
would be described as upper-lower class on the Warner scale.
Age levels, as used in the PLACE are, however, only a guide to
selection of a starting point for assessment.

The instrument
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is not norm-referenced; it is a cri terion-r efer.encc::d inst.rume nt.
de si gn e d for use by teacher s or their assistants in diagnosis
of the young learner's development of language and cognitive
skills.
Administration.

Prior to using the PLACE the ass ess or

should become totally familiar with all items by repetitive
careful readings of the entire instrument.

The assessor

should also become familiar with the equip.-uent to enable quick
smooth presentation of each item.

Field testing by the writer

demonstrated that economy of assessment time is readily possible.
The average time for assessment was twenty-seven minutes.

With

such brevity and with the interest children displayed in the
equipment of the PLACE, proble.llS of attention spa n were seldom
encountered; in fact, during initial field t e sting only two
of forty-five children had any difficulty in stay i ng on task.
The conditions for careful assessment may be outlined
quite briefly as including:
1.

Determine whether the child is in his normal
condition with respect to health, nutrition, and
emotional disposition.

2.

Establish rapport quickly usihg a finger play, a
kaleidoscope, a song, or a simple game.

3.

Take child to a quiet private area free from distraction.

4.

Ask child to be a helper.

5.

Conduct the assessment quickly and smoothly.
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6.

Reward child frequently wi t.h smiles I' comments such
as "oh, you are such a good worker," or treats such
as peanuts.

7.

Avoid commenting upon the correctness of responses.

Equipment for the PLACE needs to be packaged item by item in
containers which are then placed in partitioned boxes.

Seventy-

four PLACE items utilize simple equipment which is described
with each item in the instrument.

The first equipment kit

used consisted of three corrugated paper boxes which were
obtained, already divided into four segments each, from a large
drugs and sundries retail establishment.

Each segment was then

labelled for the PLACE items it would contain.

The materials

for each item were placed in transparent plastic bags to which
an item number tag was affixed.

The tag also listed contents.

Equipment consists of simple objects found in most preschool
centers, readily constructed by a teacher, or available in
hardware and toy retail shops.
For smooth quick administration, very necessary when working with children as young as three years, it was found beneficial to use the services of an aide to keep materials flowing rapidly and to return tl1em to their containers.

The

writer utilized successfully the services of a twelve year old
child.

Parents or other volunteers as well as para-professional

personnel of the preschool center can be employed in this
service.
The room in which the assessment occurs should be well
lighted, quiet, and secure from intrusion by other children who,

J
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generally,

we ~e

ment procedure.

found to have a strong interest in the assessFurniture needed included a small low table

such as a kindergarten two place table, three twelve inch
chairs, and another table to hold the equipment kit.

Because

of certain PLACE items, it is also necessary that the room have
a window and a door.
To determine the appropriate entry level in the PLACE for
the child, it is suggested that the examiner begin at item 15
for a child who is of age 36-42 months.
correctly, proceed to item

28.

If the child answers

If the child fails this item

the examiner should proceed item by item in a reverse direction.
Similar pairs of initial items for other aged children are:
~ge

in Months

Item Pairs

42 - 48

28 and 41

49 - 60

41 and 52

61 - 71

52 and 62

Because the PLACE is a diagnostic instrument, the examiner may
wish to proceed both below the starting point and above the second
item of the listed pairs as a young child may exhibit both major
weaknessess and strengths.

Experience with the Illinois

Tes~_Qf

Psycholinguistic Ability has shown, for example. that a given
child may have areas of high strength as well as gaps of little
skill.

It is also noted that the PLACE may be used in more than

one session with a child in both initial and later

assessment.

Scoring is accomplished quite readily as the score sheet
may be marked as a plus (+) or a zero (0).

Also, the score

sheet provides space to record data -of use in analysis of
each child's idiosyncratic style, possible handicaps requiring
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referr a l t.o

ct:hL~Y'

diagnosis.

The cl1ild's score is obtained by subtractj.ng

agencies, or pertinent comme nts to advance

errors from the ceiling level.
After assessing, the child's performance may be judged by
referring to the list of skills tapped contained in
as well as the specific items of the instrument.

List 2

Items

missed can provide the basis for meeting skill deficits.
Items passed may indicate strengths upon which further learning successes may be established.

A further extension of

the PLACE, and a sequel to this study, will be produced later;
it will be a list of suggested sample instructional techniques
to remediate the skill deficit revealed by failure on any item
of the PLACE.

The

literature of preschool education also in-

cludes useful educational practices in this regard; examples
include Lillie (1975), Karnes

(1972), and Newman (1978).

List 2
Skills Tapped by
PLACE Item

the PLACE

Main Skill Requisite

1.

Visual Discrimination

2.

Visual Memory

3.

Visual Discrimination

4.

Visual Discrimination

5.

Labelling, Concrete Objects

6.

Labelling, Abstractions

7.

Labelling, Body Parts
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PLACE Item

--·- - - -·--

8.

Audi t ory Perce ption

9.

Labelling, Abstractions

10.

Labelling, Concrete Objects

11.

Auditory Perception and
Verbal Expression

12.

Visual Memory

13.

Concept of an Object's
Functj.on

14.

Auditory Perception and
Verbal Expression

15.

Concept of

16.

Color Discrimination

17.

Visual Discrimination

18.

Visual Memory

19.

Concept of One

20.

Classification, Visual
Discrimination

21.

Understand Meaning of
Pronouns

22.

Concept of Self Identity

23.

Labelling, Body Parts

24.

Labelling, Concrete Objects

25.

Function of above Objects

26.

Function of above Objects
Presented in Abstract Form

27.

Auditory Memory

28.

Classification by Color

29.

Color Discrimination

S~!_f

Identity
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PL J\ CE Item

Hain
Skill Rerruisi t .e-----·--·----~

30.

Object Discrimination

31.

Understand Meaning of
Prepositions

32.

Visual Discrimination

33.

Understand Meaning of
Pronouns

34.

Concept of Velocity

35.

Classification, Size
Discrimination

36.

Concept of Part-Whole

37.

Labelling of Abstractions

38.

Visual Memory

39.

Concept of More Than

40.

Visual Memory

41.

Classification by
Category

42.

Classification, Categories,
Presented in Abstractions

43.

Understand Meaning of
Singular and Plural

44.

Understand Meaning of
Prepositions

45.

Labelling, Body Parts

46.

Verbal Expression

47.

Understand Sensory Functions

48.

Verbal Expression, Oral
Labelling

49.

Concept of Number

50.

Verbal Expression
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Re (~ isite

I'LACE Item

Main Skill

51.

Concept of Velocity

52.

Size Discrimination

53.

Reasoning using Visual
Perception

54.

Concept of

55.

Understand Meaning of
Singular and Plural

56.

Understand Verbal Analogy

57.

Classification by Size

58.

Discrimination of Size:
Length

59.

Understand Meaning of
Prepositions

60.

Verbal Expression

61.

Concept of Time

62.

Understand Concept of
Number

63.

Verbal Expression

64.

Classification:
Discrimination of Common Element

65.

Understand Verbal Analogies

66.

Understand Sequence of
Number

67.

Understand Verbal Analogies

68.

Size Discrimination using
Auditory Association

69.

Conservation of Number

70.

Size Discrimination using
Auditory Association

71.

Seriation by Length, and
Concept of Number

~umber
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PLACE Item

Main Skill Requisite

72.

Understand Concept of
Number

73.

Understand Concept of
Sameness and Differ e nce

74.

Understand Concept of
One- to-One Correspondence

75.

Reasoning:
Concept of
Same-Dif fe r e nt

76.

Unde r stand Concept of
.Part-\'lhole

77.

Reasoning:

78.

Understand Co ncept of
Number

79.

Understand Verbal Analogies

80.

Understand Rudiments of
Fractions

81.

Reasoning:
Determining
Fallacies in Oral
Presentation

82.

Understand Six Useful Concepts in Twenty-Eight
Presentations

83.

Conservation of Number

84.

Understand Concept of
Same-Different

85.

Classification:
Discrimination of Common Element

86.

Conservation of Size with
Visual Clue Distortion

87.

Conservation of Number

88.

Understand Concept of
Chronology

89.

Reasoning:

Verbal Closure

Hidden Members
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-PLACE Item
90.

Reasoning to Establish a
Perceptual Guide

91.

Understand Concept of
Verbal Opposite

92.

Understand Concept of
Visual Perspective

93.

Auditory Memory

94.

Understand Seriation and
Use of Ordinal Number

95.

Describe Meaning of Certain
Labels

96.

Complex Classification:
Three Discriminating
Features

97.

Understand Concept of
Same-Differen·t

98.

Conservation of Volume

99.

Complex Classification:
Four Discriminating Features

100.

Reasoning:

Complex Classification

101.

Reasoning:

Complex Classification

102.

Conservation of Length

103.

Reasoning:

Establishing Seriation

l

l

I

TEST OBSERVATIONS

l

II .I

PRESCHOOL LANGUAGE - COGNITIVE ASSESSMEN'I'
FOR CURRICULUM ENTRY

Individual Record Sheet
NA¥£:

--------------------------------

SEX: M F (Circle)

LOCATION/SCHOOL: ______________________________________
ASSESSOR/EXAMINER: ____________________________________
TIME:

AGE

DATA

DATE OF BIRTH:

(yr} ____~- (mo) ------- (day} _ __
(yr) _______ (mo}
(day)

CHRONOIDGICAL AGE:

(yr}

DATE OF TESTING:

------

COMMUNICATION RECORD
ETHNIC GROUP:

---

(circle}

TEST

C

(mo)_-____

BLK

CH

NA

(day) _ - ASN

O'I·HER

SCORE

CEILING ITEM
J.. ESS ERRORS •.•••.••.••.•
RAW SCORE ••••..••.••.•..
L

c

Ceiling Item.
Less Errors • •
Raw Score •

. . . . . . .-----------------------------

----------------------------------------------~BASAL:
5 consecutive correct responses
CEILING:
5 errors in 7 consecutive responses

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
4 5.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5~ ..
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

.._

79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
l
,,
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.~:?_liab-b_~-~-t:y_and
~ontent

Validity of the PLACE

Validity of the PLACE.

Content validity of the

instrument was formally ascertained by asking each of three
authorities in the preschool education field to judge the
appropriateness of each item of the instrument.
considered (a) age level placement of items,

The judges

(b) relevance of

it.erns to curricula for development of language and cognitive
skills, and (c) adequacy of items in terms of eliciting considered responses rather than guesses or "I don't know".

The

judges were:
1.

Dr. Sandra Anselmo, School of Education, University
of the Pacific.

2.

Dr. Joyce Huggins, School of Education, California
State University at Fresno.

3.

Dr. Robert Morrow, School of Education, University .
of the Pacific.

From their detailed critiqu es changes were made to the
instrument including:
1.

Age level changes of five items.

2.

Combining five items into two.

3.

Adding of seven items to probe more thoroughly
skills of recognition of stimuli presented in
abstract form rather than

4.

concreb~.

Changing of language in the presentation of four
items for clarity.

5.

Inclusion of language in three items to draw forth
logical processes involved in the child's response.
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Content validity was also the focus of much effort
during the development and revision of the three editions of
the PLACE dated
1977.

February 5, 1977, March 10, 1977, and June 6,

Advising the writer were Dr. Hugh McBride, Dr. Robert

Morrow, Ms. Marilyn Brown, Mrs. Donna Auwaerter, and Mrs.
Janice Li t ten; all of these individuals have extensive backgrounds in working with young children.

Content revisions were

also ma de following the pilot testing of the PLACE at three Child
Care Centers operated by the Modesto, California City Schools.
That pilot. work was accomplished in July, 1977, and was followed by t .he August, 1977 edition which was submitted to the
three judges for formal evaluation.
Re.liabi~ity:

Test-Re test.

To determine the consistency

of the instrument, the PLACE was used to assess each of a group
of thirty children, pupils at the Conway Children's Center in
Stockton, California.

· The first administration was followed

by a second, spaced ten days later.

The correlation between

pairs of scores was determined using the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient.
puted to be r=.86.

That coefficient was com-

List 3 lists the thirty pairs of scores.

Assessment was done by two young women who were trained in
the use of PLACE for another study.
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Li s t 3
Test ~ Re te s t

Pup i l

Scores of Thirty Children

Age in Years

First Score

Se cond Score

1

5

61

45

2

5

66

75

3

5

63

64

4

5

76

70

5

5

65

68

6

5

48

58

7

5

68

69

8

5

68

67

9

5

73

74

10

5

47

74

11

5

67

69

12

4

39

49

13

4

60

57

14

4

63

60

15

4

57

61

16

4

37

36

17

4

78

77

18

4

57

53

19

4

42

36

20

4

39

40

21

3

39

40

22

3

48

47

63

Second Scor e

First ·Score

~::!Eil

Age in Ye ars

23

3

34

36

24

3

38

34

25

3

42

43

26

3

59

53

27

3

43

44

28

3

56

58

29

3

47

45

30

3

38

43

It is noted that the score pairs for Pupil 1 and Pupil 10
show sharp

devian~e

from one to the other.

It is also noted

that the directions of deviation are reversed.

Such phenome na

are commonly experienc ed when working with children as young
as three years and are thought to be a function of the physical
or emotional conditions of the child at the time of examination .
It is from t h is a ssumption that the Directions for Administration
of the PLACE suggest that prior to assessment it be determined
that the child's health and emotional disposition seem normal.
Reliability:

Inter-Rater.

To determine whether the PLACE

would perform consistently its assessment task with any competent
assessor, four assessors each tested every child of a group of
ten children, pupils at the American River College Child Care
Center.

The children were selected because their hours of

attendance rnatched the hours of time available to the four
assessors.

Three of the assessors were

para~professional
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employ eC-<-> of that Center while the fourth was at the center
for a. field work assignment, a requirement of a college class.
All four we re students of Mrs. Donna Auwaerter who is an
instructor of early childhood education for the American
River College.
Training of the four assessors was accomplished in one
two-hour seminar plus their careful reading of the PLACE and
a two page administration guide.

The correlation of the rankings

found by the four assessors was accomplished using the Kendall
coeffici e nt of concordance.

The correlation was .97.

List 4

lists the pupil scores obtained by each assessor.
List 4
Scores for Ten Children Obtained by Four Raters

Child
-

Raters
- A

B

c

D

1

38

41

40

42

2

6

5

6

7

3

33

27

35

35

4

33

36

34

39

5

22

21

23

18

6

6

7

7

6

7

19

17

26

24

8

8

9

9

8

9

35

27

29

40

10

7

8

8

8
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Cr~t erio n

Val idit.z.

To compare the performance of the

PLACE to performance according to some other meas ure, i.e.,
the criterion, assessment scores wer e ranked for three small
pupil samples and compared to the rankings of the individuals
supplied by their teachers' judgments.

List 5 shows the

rankings by PLACE scores and by teachers, with teacher judgment
being the criterion.
was examined
correlation.
r=.2l.

~sing

The relationship between pairs of rankings

the Spearman rank order coefficient of

Coefficients determined were r=.G2, r=.62, and

Testing the hypothesis that there exists no correla-

tion between the two rank orders, using the Spearman rank
correlation test, it was determined with p=.05 that in fact
no correlation exists between each of the three sample's p a irs
of rankings.

For sample groups of only ten memb e rs an acceptable

correlation coefficient would have been r=.65.

Two coefficients

were very close to that value while the third was far removed.
By a slight increase in sample size two of the coefficients might
well have been acceptable.

That the third departed so far

indicates the variability of teacher judgment as noted below.
That no such correlation would occur had been anticipated
by two of the writer's advisors, Dr. Hugh J. McBride and Dr.
Robert D. Morrow who have stated that the individual learner's
skills-deficits profile is seldom ndted in the group activity
type programs most commonly noted across the land in preschool
education (Morrow and McBride, 1977).

Other writers have

also commented that teacher judgment · m::t..J lJe fraught with
invalidity (Schmuck and Schmuck, 1974; Goodwing, 1974; Remmers,
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1963).

It is also noted that the program used in this phase

of the study, while being the best available within t.he
constraints of the investigation, tended to follow the broad
socialization-group activity design noted by Morrow and
McBride (1977}.

Teachers, in fact, had little opportunity

to observe closely and carefully the behaviors of the individual pupil.

That this difficulty using the criterion of

teacher-judgment

occurred may be interpreted as supportive

of the need in educational endeavor for careful initial assessment of a pupil's existing skill-deficit repetoire prior to
planning his curricular "experiences".
List 5
Comparative

R~nkings

of Pupils by

PLACE Scores and Teacher Judgme nts
Pupil

Age in Years

PLACE Rank

Teacher Rank

1

3

Fourth

First

2

3

Fifth

Second

3

3

First

Third

4

3

Third

Fourth

5

3

Eighth

Fifth

6

3

Second

Sixth

7

3

Seventh

Seventh

8

3

Tenth

Eighth

9

3

Sixth

Ninth

10

3

Ninth

Tenth
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Pupil

PL!>.CE Hank

•reacher Rank

1

4

Fi~th

First

2

4

Second

Second

3

4

First

Third

4

4

Third

Fourth

5

4

Seventh

Fifth

6

4

Eighth

Sixth

7

4

Sixth

Seventh

8

4

Fourth

Eighth

9

4

Ninth

Ninth

1

5

First

First.

2

5

Second

Second

3

5

Fifth

Third

4

5

Tenth

Fourth

5

5

Ninth

Fifth

6

5

Eighth

Sixth

7

5

Seventh

Seventh

8

5

Third

Eighth

9

5

Sixth

Ninth

10

5

Fourth

Tenth

Reliability:

Internal Consistency.

In PROJECT PLACE,

a study allied to the writer's, Ms. Basta-Brislain

under the

direction of Dr. Bob Hopkins of the School of Education,
University of the Pacific, analyzed with the aid of a computer

.... :

.
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program several facets of the performances of one hundred
fifty children assessed by the PLACE.

One facet was the

correlation of each item to the total score.

A positive

correlation for every item was found up to age six.

Because

no child older than six years was assessed, the item to
total score correlations for items in the six and seven
year levels were disregarded.
Presenting the Instrument:

TASK

PLACE

MATERIALS

DIRECTIONS

l .

Places Forms in
Three Hole. Formboard

Form Board

Place a complete formboard
before child with the triangle's base nearest him.
Remove the forms, piacing
them between the board and
the child.
Say, "put them
back; do it now." (Credit
a pass if the square is
replaced without trial and
error.)

2.

Visual Memory of
Hidden Object

3 styrofoam
cups, one
checker, and
screen (12"
x 18" piece
of tagboard)

Use three identical inverted
paper cups in a row, a small
object (checker) and a small
screen (12" x 18" piece of
tagboard).
While child is
watching, place the object
under a cup; now scree~ the
cups from child's view for
about 10 seconds.
Remove
the screen; and ask, "Where
is the checker; find it."
Use this process three times
with the object randomly
placed under each cup (left,
center, right).
(Credit a
pass if, without trial and
error, child is successful
twice.)
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'I' ASK

4.

Lines Drawn in
Imitation with
Visual Discrimination

MATERIALS

DIRECTIONS

rin g stack
6 rings

With a ring stack device,
demonstrate how rings are
stacked by size to form a
cone.
Remove the rings.
Now give the chld two
rings (the largest and the
smallest).
Ask, "Which one
goes on first?" As soon as
he places a ring remove the
other.
Give him two more
rings (the largest of those
left and the smallest); be
sure to avoid a cue by
position of the largest .
Continue the process until
all rings have been used.
(Credit a pass if five rings
have been placed correctly.)

2 sheets
8 and 1/2
by 11 paper
and two
crayons

(a) On an 8 and -! by 11"
sheet of paper draw, freehand, a circle (diameter
about 3"). Give the child
a second paper and a large
crayon.
Say, "You draw one
just like mine."
(b) Turn over your paper and
now draw a horizontal line.
Say, "You draw one on your
paper."
(c) Point to your circle and
say to the child, "Show me
the one you drew like this."
(Credit a pass if child's
drawings are obviously different from each other and
his "straight line" is
markedly different from a
curve.)

5.

Identification
of Common
Object

spoon, shoe
cup, brush,
comb, toy
car, dish

Place seven objects (spoon,
cup, comb, brush, dish, toy
car,
shoe) on the table
close to the child.
Say,
"Show me the brush; show me
the car; show me the spoon;
show me the comb; show me
the cup.
(Credit a pass if
three responses are correct.)
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6.

spoon, shoe,
cup, bru s h,
dish, auto

I de n t i ti.eat ion
~Tr -~ePi~ei1 t a -

t ion s o f Com-

m0n06Jects--

DIRECTIONS
Us e pi c tur es o f the ob je cts
· of Ta s k 5 ( s poon, sho e , cup,
bru s h, di s h, car, shoe)
placed b e fore the child.
Again ask child to show you
the spoon, the comb, th e cup,
the dog, the car.
(Credit
a pass for three correct .
responses.)

7.

Identifies
BociyPart s

None

In random order, giving two
trials for each p a rt, say,
"Show me y our (a) foot;
(b) fing e r;(c) ear; (d)
thumb; (e) e ye . " (Credit
a pass if three body p a rts
are identified correctly on
each trial.)

8.

Execute s Simpl e
One-St e p Oral
Commi s sions

Ping pong
ball

Place a small ball before th e
child, e.g., a ping pon g ball.
Tell the child first , "Roll
the ball"; nex t "Bounce th e
ball."; then, "Put the ball
on the chair".
Repeat th e
above set in random order.
(Credit a pass if two o f
the commissions are correctly performed on each request.)

9.

Identifies by
Gesture, Body
Parts

Doll

Using a realistic doll, give
the doll to the child.
Say,
"Show me the doll's (a) leg;
(b) hand; (c) hair; (d) eye;
(e) foot; (f) arm." (Credit
a pass if the child correctly
identifies three parts.)

Identifies
Common Objects
from
Name
____
_

Comb, brush,
key, fork,
marble, pen-cil, book,
checker,
thimble,
doll, bell

Present five objects one at a
time (comb, fork, book, small
doll, brush), each pair e d with
another object (marble, che cker, bell, key, pencil.) Randomly give two trials p e r object (of the first set).
Say,
"Show me (a) the comb;
(b)
the fork; (c) the book; (d)
the doll; (e) the brush.
(Credit a pass if the child
correctly identifies four
objects.)

10.

J
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Imtt a tive
Be havior,

None

Tell the child, "I want you
to listen and then t e ll me .
what I said; Ready, 'I am
tired' ; You say it."
(Credit
a pass only for three words
in correct order; ·note only
gross articulation problemsfor referral to speech therapist.)

12.

Imitative
Behavior,
Visual Memory

two 8 ~ by
11" paper,
two large
crayons

On an 8! by 11" sheet of
paper, while child is watching, draw two 4" lines, one
vertical, the other horizontal and widely separated.
Give the child a second sheet
and a large crayon; say, "Now
draw just like I did", while
sliding the first sheet out
of view.
(Credit any drawing where both lines are
continuous and depart from
the models by no more than
forty degrees.)

13 .

Identifies
Common Objects by Use

spoon, shoe,
cup, brush, .
comb, toy car

Place five objects (spoon,
shoe, cup, brush, comb, toy
car) on the table in random
order and close to the child.
Say to the chi.ld, "Show me
one that you use (a) to ride
in; (b) to drink; (c) on a
foot; (d) to fix your hair;
(e) to eat. (Credit a pass
if three responses are
correct.)

14.

Verbal
Commission

None

Say to the child:
"What is
your name?; tell me your name".
(Credit a pass for first name
alone if it is recognizable.)

15.

Auditory
Association

None

Ask child, "Is .
~~~--~~----(child's own name)
a girl's
name or a boy's name."
(Credit a pass for understanding
correct sex identification.)

16.

Matching
Objec.tsby
Color

small blocks:
2 each of red,
yellow, blue,
orange, green
purple

First line up at 3" spacing
three small blocks:
one each
of red, yellow, and blue
colors and identical in all
other respects.
Next present
another red indentical block
and say, "Find the same",

11.

ve-rb aT- -
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or "Find one just like this."
After child's response, repeat the process for yellow
and blue in turn.
Now replace the ori g inal array of
three blocks with green,
orange, and purple; and repeat the whole procedure.
(note for the record child's
correct discriminations.)
(Credit a pass for thr e e
correct responses.)
17.

Imitative
Behavior-,-

6 blocks same
size and color

Say to th e child, "Watch me
now." Build a bridge of three
small blocks (two blocks in
line, an interval betwe e n, and
a third block placed on fir s t
two, spanning the interval.)
Give the child three other
blocks; and say, "You do it;
build one just like mine.n
(Credit a pass only if the
third block spans an interval. :

Visual-· ~Jotor

18.

Visual Memory
('l'o be used
only if child
is successful
on #17)

10 blocks-same size
and color

Remove all the blocks; ask
child to stand up and to
stretch while you build three
structures: Now ask, "Which
one is the same as you built?"
(Credit a pass for the three
block with span.)

19.

Understands
the Concept
of One
-

5 blocks
(same color
and size)

Place five small blocks on
the table close to the child;
also place a plastic container
there.
Say to the child, "Put
one block in the tub; only one;
put it here." Pause after he
places one block about thr e e
seconds to make sure that the
child does not intend to place
others.
(Credit a pass for
only one block.)

20.

Matches Forms,
Abstract Presentation

6 5"x5"
cards: 2
with squares,
2 with circles, 2 with
triangles

Place in a row three cards
(5"x5") bearing drawings of
(a) a circle, (b) a square,
and (c) a triangle.
Hand the
child in turn identical cards,
saying, "Find one just like
mine." This sequence may be
repeated once for a second
trial.
(Credit a pass for
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successful matching of all
three forms.)

Understand
Meaniri gs -of

Dolls: male
and female,
book

Place two dolls (one male, the
other female) near the child.
Say (and point), "This is a
boy doll; this one is a girl.
Show me the girl."
If gender
is established, put a small
toy in front of the child.
Say, ( 1) "Give me the
(toy); ( 2) He wants i-t-;-g-i v·e
it to him" ; -( 3 ) "Give it to
her"; (4) "You take it"; (5)
r-want t h e - (toy);
T6) Give it to him; (7) She
wants it, give it to her-.-(Credit a pass if ch i~cor
rectly responds to three underlined pronouns; the sequence
may be repeated once in order
to provide two chances for
each pronoun.)

22.

Verbal
Commission

None

Say to the child, "Tell me
your name, your whole name".
(Credit a pass for first and
last name if recognizable.)

23 .

Identifies Body
Parts of Self

None

Say to the child:
"Show me
a finger." ·· "Where is your
mouth?" "Point to your chin";
"Show me your teeth".
If
where and point seem to confuse the child, substitute
show me.
(Credit a pass for
two correct responses.)

24.

Identification
of Common
Objects

toy car, shoe,
small bottle,
fork, small
can, airplane,
comb, toy dog,
table knife,
toy tree, cup,
toy chair,
spoon, toy cat,
key, small
doll, pencil,
crayon, small
scissors, a
marble, toothbrush (separated into 'A'
Group and 'B'
Group)

Present each item of list 'A',
one at a time paired with an
object selected from list 'B'
at random saying, "Show me
the
"
(Use
two containers, replacing each
'B' list item after each
presentation.
(Credit a pass
if child correctly identifies
ten objects from list 'A'.)

21.

PrOilouns--

'List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

A'

toy car
small bottle
small can
comb
table knife
cup
spoon

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

shoe
fork
airplane
toy dog
toy tree
toy chatr
toy cat
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'List B'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

25.

Understands Use
of Obj ects
Previously

Same as
Item #24

!cfeiiT:CITect

26.

Performs Use
Identifi cat ionAbstract .Pre-

sentillOnOT-

key
small doll
pencil
crayon
small scissors
a marble
toothbrush
book

From item 24 select six
objects child correctly
identified of List 'A'.
Present th e m three at a
time until each item ha s
been presented for use identification.
Say,
"Show me the one you u se
to
(Credit
a pass for three correct.)

Pictures
of items
in #24

Use pictur es of the six
obje c ts us e d in It em #24;
pres e nt the pic tu res in
the same way as in It em
#24.
(Credit a pass for
three correct.)

Objects
27.

Oral
Commissions

Crayon,
pencil,
book, piece
of paper

Assemble a crayon, a pencil,
a piece of paper, a book (for
young children).
Say (a)
"Give me the pencil", (b)
"Find the book", (c) "Put
the paper on the book", (d)
"Draw on the paper with the
crayon".
(Credit a pa s s for
two correct responses.)

28.

Color Sorting,
Two Color
Discriminati.on

ten white
poker chips,
ten red
poker chips,
2 identical
containers

Mix up ten white and ten red
poker chips in a pile near
the child; place two low
identical containers in front
of the child.
Illustrate
with one white and one red
chip, saying, "See the red
ones go her8,and the white
ones go there.
Now you put
all the red ones in this
dish and all the white ones
in that dish." Give no
further aid.
(Credit a
pass only if there is no
error, and all chips are
used.)
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29.

Icl e ntifi.es

new crayons:
red, orange,
yellow, green,
blue, black
(blocks may
be used)

Place new crayons, who s e
wrapp e rs hav e been removed,
in a row, with 2" intervals,
before child; use one each
red, yellow, blue, orange,
green, black. Ask in random
order for each color, "Give
me the
one." Replace in the row the crayon
which the child hands you
before asking for another
color.
(Record those which
child knows; if in doubt,
present a second trial.)
(Credit a pass for three
correct responses.)

30.

Object
Discrimination

fork, dog,
cup, glass,
knife,
bottle

From the objects assembled
for Item #24, presented
three at a time, ask the
child, (a) "Show me the fork",
(b) "Show me the cup, (c)
"Show me the knife," (d)
"Show me the dog", (e) "Show
me the glass", (f) "Show
me the bottle". Present
the six items again for a
second trial but in scrambled
order.
(Credit a pass if
the child correctly identifies three objects twice
each.)

31.

Understands
Prepositions

small box,
key, crayon,
extra chair
for child,
table

Using an extra chair (by
child), the table, and a
small gift box, test for
understanding of "in front
of", "on", "under", and
"behind". For example,
say "Put the crayon on the
chair." Give, at random,
two trials for each preposit ion.
(Credit a pass
if child correctly responds
twice for each of three
prepositions.)

32.

Interprets
Pictures
:ror Actions

pictures
showing
action: running, standing, sitting,
reclining

Present, all at once, four
separate pictures clearly
exhibiting action:
running,
sitting, standing, reclining,
or other.
Say, "Show me
the one that is

------
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e.g., standing.
Randomly
pres e nt two trial s for e ach
picture.
(Credit a pass if
child correctly re s pond s to
each of three pictur e s two
times each.

33.

Demon s trates

un d ersfandili'g
of Pronouns

pictures:
male human;
female human;
group of people; one animal

Obtain four pictures:
(l)
a male hum a n; (2) a f e male
human;(3) a group of p e ople;
and (4) an animal (cat, do g ,
or pony.) Say to th e child ~
(a) He looks nice. Who looks
nice¥; (b) "Move herover b y
me." (c) "They are --p e ople.
Who am I talking about?" (d)
"Put them by the dog (c a t or
pony)-.--(e) "Put it by him.";
(f) "Make the pictures look
like he, she , and it ar e goi ng
for a walkfog e ther-:-" (Cr e dit
a pass for correct res po ns e
to 5 of 8 underlin e d pro noun s :
he, she, who , her, me, the y,
them, it.)

34.

Early Meaning
of Conc e pt
of Velocity

toy car

Say to the child, "Use this
car on the table to show me
what "fast" is; Now show me
"slow".
(Credit a pass if
child moves the car across
the table at markedly different speeds.)

35.

Size
'I5ISCrimination

Three sets
of objects,
three per
set; in each
set the objects are
identical except for size

Using objects which are ide ntical in all respects other than
size (spoons, blocks, spools,
etc . ) place a small one (e.g.
a teaspoon) on a card and on
another card place a l a rger
one (e.g. a tablespoon). Between the two cards (s e parated about six inches) place an
object identical in size to
one on a card, (e.g. another
tablespoon).
Say to the child,
"Find one like this; find the
same." He may move the second
tablespoon to the side of
the first or merely point to
the pair.
Repeat process
using two other groups of

Tl
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objects.
(Credit a pass if
correct choice is made for
two of the sets.)
3(:).

Visual
Reco g nition
of the Whole
from Parts

4" circle
tagboard (cut
in half),
line drawing
of dog, cat
or horse (cut
in half)

Using a circle (4" diameter)
drawn on tagboard and then
cut along a diameter into
two pieces, place the two
pieces before the child wi.th
cut edges facing the outside of the pattern.
Say to
the child, "Put them together
to make a circle ("ball" may
be substituted if "circle"
seems to be foreign.)
Repeat process using a line
drawing of a dog, cat or
horse, which has likewise
been cut in half.
(Credit
it a pass if child can
assemble one drawing correctly.)

37.

Identify

one paper
doll, and
clothing

Using paper doll and a complete set of doll clothing
(as for a model of a 7 - 10
year old child), place the
clothing before the child,
and say:
(a) Show me the
doll's jacket"; (b) "Show
me the doll's hat"; (c) "Show
me the doll's slacks (pants
may be used)"; (d) "Show me
the doll's shoes"; (e) "Show
me the doll's socks".
(Credit
a pass for five correct responses.)

pictures of:
comb and
brush, shoe,
spoon

Place three pictures in front
of child (comb and brush,
shoe, spoon).
Check child's
recognition of their names
by his vocal or gestural
response.
Then tell the child,
"I am going to hide one of
these and you tell me which
one is gone." Place a tagboard screen in front of
pictures while the child

CorriffionArticies of
Clothing in
Represent a-t ions

38 .

Visual Memory
for Removed
Picture
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also turns his head away;
remove one picture and slide
the array together.
Remove
the screen and ask the child,
"Which one is gone?" Next
replace the missing picture
and repeat the procedure
once more.
(Credit a pass
for two correct responses.)

39.

Demonstrate
Concept of
"More Than"

19 beans

(1) Place five beans in ~
group and two beans in another group eight inches
away; ask, "Which group has
more'?"; (2) Remove the first
groups and replace with six
beans and three beans; again
ask, "Which has more than
the other?" (3) Repeat using
three groups of ten, six,
and three beans.
(Credit
a pass for three correct
responses.)

40.

Visual Memory
of Hidden
Object

sheet of tagboard, 2 cards
each of square,
triangle and
circle shapes

Place in a row three shape
cards, shapes of same height,
about 5", (square, circle,
triangle).
Say, "Look at
these . " After about five
seconds, cover the cards
with a sheet of tagboard.
Now hold up a second card,
a circle of 5" diameter; say,
"Look at this one".
Expose
this card for about eight
seconds; then remove it from
sight.
Say, "Find one like
the one I just showed you.";
as you remove the cover from
the row of cards, repeat this
process for the square and
the triangle.
(Credit a
pass for three correct responses.)

41.

Classification
OTObjects

two toys,
two clothing
items, two
foods

Place in front of the child,
in random order two toys, two
articles of clothing, and
two foods.
Say to the child,

_I
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(b) "put the foods her e ",
(c) "put the toys here".
(Credit a pass if child correctly groups all items.)

42.

Classification
of Abstr ac t
Representations

five pictur e s
Repeat procedure of Item 41
of toys, cloth- usin g five pictures in each
ing, and foods classification instead of
actual objects.
(Credit a
pass for twelve correct responses.)

43.

Uses Singular
and Plural
Forms of
Nouns

cup, marble,
three blocks,
two beans

Place a cup containing a
marble before the child;
ask, "What is in th e cup?"
Next remove th e marble and
drop three small wooden
cubes into the cup, ask,
"What is in the cup?" Repeat the process using this
time two small beans.
Finally, remove one bean and ask,
"What's in the cup now?"
(Cred i t a pass if child has
used two singular and two
plural responses appropriately. )

44.

Understand
Prepositions

key, small
box with lid,
file card,
"goodie"

Place before the child a
key, a small box with lid,
a file card or 5"x 8" piece
of tagboard, and a "goodie"
(e.g., a lemon drop).
Say
to the child, (a) "Put the
paper under the box", (b)
"Put the key into the box",
(c) "Put thecandy on top
of the box", and (d) "Put
the candy into your mouth".
(Credit a pass for four
correct responses.)

45.

Identify Body
Parts

None

Say to the child, (a) "Where
. is your tongue?". (b) "Where
is my knee?", (c) "Where is
your neck?".
(Credit a pass
for three correct responses.
Gestures are acceptable; note,
however, if verbal responses
are used.)

J
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46.

Oral
Imitation

Doll on bed

Display without comme nt a
small doll lying on a doll
bed (can b e made of tagboard) .
Say to the child, "Listen
to what I will say and then
you say the same".
(pau se )
"Dolly sleeps".
"You say it.'
"Dolly is sleepin g in a littl E
bed." "You say it."
(Credit
a pass for perfect rep eti tion
of the last sentence; i g nore
articulation quality except
record gros s problems for
referral to speech therapist.)

47.

Demonstrate
Knowledge of
Body Sensory
Parts

Doll

Say t) the child, (a) "Show
me what the doll hea.rs with",
(b) "Show me what the doll
sees with", (c) "Show me what
the doll smells with", (d)
"Show me what the doll uses
to feel a soft kitten with".
Repeat the above procedure
in random order, and, af~er
the child "shows" each part,
try, "tell me",
(For a check
on oral ability)
(Credi t a
pass if the child h a s responded by gesture correctly to
two body parts on both trials.:

48.

Orally Label
Representations
of Cornman
Object

Pictures of
tree, hat,
knife, ball,
horse, key,
cat, feet,
dog, jacket

.Present, one at a time,
pictures of common objects.
Ask the child, for each,
"What do we call this?"
"What is its name?"
(Credit
a pass for seven correct
labels.)
Object

Acceptable Name

1 . tree--------(tree or big
tree)
2. hat---------(hat, rainhat,
cap)
3. knife-------(knife, kitchen
knife, butcher knife)
4. ball--------(ball, baseball ,
tennis ball)
5, horse-------(horse, pony,
horsey)

J
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6. key--- - ------(key, unlocke J
lock-opener)
7. cat----------(cat, kitty,
kittycat,
kitten)
8. feet---------(feet, foots)
9. dog-----------( dog, pnp,
doggy, puppy)
10. jacket-------(jacket, coat)

49.

Demonstrate
Concept of
Number

8 small
blocks, 6"
square tagboard

Place a pile of eight small
blocks before child. Place
a 6" sqwue of tagboard nearby. Say to child, ''Put two
blocks here (tapping the
square); pause long enough
to be sure child is not intending to place more blocks
on the square.
Repeat the
procedure for each of four,
three, and five.
(Credit a
pass for correct responses
for all requests.)

50.

Orally Respond
to Questions

None

Say to the chiJd, "Wl:wre is
your thumb?; tell me."
(Answers acceptable:
"right
here" , "on my hand" , or
better elaborations.)
(Credit
a pass for any understandable
oral response as above indicated.f

51.

Demonstrate
Concept of
Velocity

None

Say to the child, "Tell me
something that goes very
fast.
Good.
Now tell me
something that goes very
slow. Good." (Credit a
pass if the child can give
examples which differ significantly in their speeds,
e.g., a plane and a turtle,
or a baby.)

52,

Size
DIScrimination

9xl2 tagboard, with
3" and 5"
circles

Show the child a sheet of
9xl2 tagboard on which are
drawn a circle (3" diameter)
and a 5" circle, one above
the other. Say, "Show me
the small one", (use "little"
if child seems confused).
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Now rotate the sheet 180°
(upside down).
Again ask
child to show the small one.
(Credit a pass for two
correct responses.)
53.

Use of a ~_ight
ing Method t o
Construct a
Straight Line
With the
Perceptual
Guide of a
~ear by
Straight Line

8 fence
posts

Prepare in advance eight
fenceposts--matchsticks or
swabsticks mounted in clay
or plasticene so that they
will stand vertically.
Align two about 2 and l/2
feet apart and 2 inches
away from the straight edge
of a low table.
Say to the
child, "Here are the end
fence posts of a fence.
You
finish the fence with these
posts. Be sure your fence
is straight." (Credit a
pass if child's fence is
closer to straight than
a meandering line.)

54.

Demonstrate
Understanding
of Quantity

7 blocks

Using small wooden cubes,
build first two rows of
blocks an inch apart with
the first built of four and
the second of two; ask the
child, "How many blocks do
you need to make the rows
the same?" Next build two
towers, one of five blocks
and the second of two; ask
again how many child needs
to make them both the same.
(Credit a pass for two correct responses.)

Use Singular

Raisins, 3
crayons or
blocks, 2
paper dolls,
a pencil

Say to the child, "I am
going to put out something
now; you tell me what I
did." (l) Now place one
paper doll before child and
ask, "What did I do?" ( 2)
Repeat this procedure using
three raisins.
(3) Next
use a single crayon or pencil.
(4) Now repeat using
three crayons or small
blocks.
(5) . Repeat using
two paper dolls or oth e r objects.
(Credit a pass for
correct singulars and plurals
in all five presentations.)

55.

anT~a-r-

Noun Forms
Correctly
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Say to the child, (a) "The
ceiling is up (point); the
floor is
(you finish
it)"; (b) "Fire is hot; ice
is
(you finish it)" (c)
"A hat goes on my h ead; a
shoe goes on my
(you
finish it)".
Rep e tition is
permissabl e, but avoid cues.
(Credit a pass for two
correct respons es .)

57.

Classification
by Size with
Increased
Compl ex ity
of Instructions

3 boxes
(different
sizes) 3
spoons different sizes,
3 nuts different sizes

Place three boxes, each
significantly different
from the others by size,
before the child with the
largest to his left, the
smallest at his right.
Tell
him, "This is the 'biggest'
(tapping it), this is the
'next biggest' and this is
the 'littlest'. Then put
three spoon s by the child
and say, "One spoon is the
'biggest', 'one spoon is the
next 'biggest'; and one is the
'littlest'." Put the 'biggest' spoon on the 'biggest'
box, put the 'next biggest 1
spoon with its box and the
'littlest' spoon on the
'littlest' box. Repeat the
procedure using (l) nuts and
(2) bolts.
(Credit a pass
when the child correctly
completes two of three procedures.)

58.

Discrimination
by Length

2 l"x 8"
dowels, 2

Place before the child two
lengths of dowling (or other
wood cut from the same piece)
--one 4" and the other 8"
in length.
Say, "Give me
the longer piece." Repeat
procedure using strips of
heavy paper (or other materials) identical except in
length. Now repeat the
whole procedure except substituting "shorter" for
"longer".
(Credit a pass
if child is successful on
all four trials.)

(4" & 8")
tagboard
strips
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MATERIALS
---·------ - ---··- - - DIRECTIONS
extra chair,
Say to the child, (a) "Thi s

TASK
------- - -

59.

Verbal

·c6inffils s i

0

ns

pencil

is a pencil" (point to it).
Now say, (a) "What's this?"
as you point to the pencil,
and (b) "What's this?", as
you point to the chair.
If
child responds correctly to
each, go on.
Say, (a) "Put
the peneil under the chair",
then (b) "Put the pencil on
the chair", then, (c) "Put
the pencil bene a th the chair",
then (d) "Hold the pencil
above (or over the chair). !I
(Credit a pass if child
corre c tly responds to three
prepositions.)
·

Involving
Understanding

'O:fPrepostTOrl s

60.

Oral
COIIiffiunication

toy

While the child is watching,
place a toy under an extra
chair.
Say, "Tell me where
the
(toy is; tell
me; don't show me".
(Credit
a pass for "You put it there , "
"It's under the chair, etc.")

61.

. Conceptual
Associative
Thinking

None

Say, "Tell me why we have
clocks and watches." Probe,
if necessary, e.g., "Can
you tell me more?"
(Credit
a pass for any sensible response associated with time
measurement.)

peanuts
or M &
M's

Say, "I am going to give you
some
(peanuts,
M & M's etc.) to eat. Tell
me, 'Would you like to have
four of them or two?"
If
child answers "two", probe
a bit; he might not like the
treat or he might feel impolite by responding with
"four".
(Credit a pass for
answer "four" or if probing
reveals understanding of
quantity.)

62.

Demonstrate
Understanding
of the Concept
of Number
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MJ\TEH.IALS
---------------------

DIRECTIONS

63.

Verb a l
Imitation

None

Say to the child, "I am
going to say some things
to you; then you say the
same things to me."
"I
have friends."
"You say
it." (a) "I have many
friends who play with me."
"You say it."
(b) Say,
"I go to the store to buy
bubble gum.,·, "You say it. 11
(Credit a pass if child
reproduces the complete
sequence of the underlined
sentences of (a) and (b).

64.

Classification,
Discrimination
of Common
Element

nail file,
marble,
comb, brush,
pencil, pen,
crayon, paper
doll, cup,
toy truck

Say to the child, "I am
going to put some things
on the table.
Each time
one thing doesn't belong;
it's different.
You find
the one that is different.!!
(l) Pour out of a container
a marble, a nail file, a
comb, and a brush.
Say,
"Which one doesn't belong?"
OR "Which one is different?"
(2) Repeat the procedure
using a pencil, a pen, a
crayon, and a marble.
(3)
Using a small toy truck,
a paper doll, the marble and
a plastic cup, again repeat
the procedure.
(Credit a
pass if child successfully
responds three times.)

65.

Verba_l
Closure,
Associative
Thinking

None

Say to the child, "I am
going to say some things
that need to be finished.
You finish them; tell me a
word.
Ready.
(a) When you
are sleeping your eyes are
shut or closed; when you are
awake your eyes are
--=----=--(b) A hat goes on my
head;
shoes go on my
(feet or foot)-.--~c=c_r_e~d~i t __a_
pass if child supplies the
appropriate word for both
sentences.)
7
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DIRECTIONS
--------------------

TASY.

66.

Demon s-----·tr a te

None

Say to the child, (a) "What
number comes after six?"
(b) "What number comes before four?"
(Credit a pass
for two correct responses.)

None

Say to the child, (a) "Milk
is white; butter is--=--(b) "The floor is hard; a
bed is
" (Credit
a pass for two correct responses.)

None

Say to the child, (a) "Which
is larger or bigger, a bike
or a stationwagon?" (b)
"A cat or a mouse?"
(c) nA
clock or a wristwatch?"
(Credit a pass for two correct responses.)

2 small
identical
clear jars,
20 marbles,
box for
marbles

Materials needed--two small
identical clear jars or
beakers (about 2" j_n diameter
and 3" in height) and twenty
marbles (same size and color)
in a shoebox. Place the two
jars and the box or marbles
close to the child. Demonstrate the technique of
dropping one marble into each
jar simultaneously.
Say to
the child, "You do just what
I do.
Good; keep on until
all the marbles are used."
When the child is finished,
shake each glass gently to
settle the marbles and ask,
"Are there more marbles here,
more marbles in this jar, or
do both jars have the same?"
After his response, say, "Tell
me why you think so." (Credit
a pass at the five year level
for child's recognition that
the two jars are the same; a
pass at the six year level
for a logical explanation.)

Knowh.: d!~ •:')

of-Nuin e r-fcal

secpl f)~YJ.-e e

and

}'e!]!_!~-; -}?e i

ore

and After
67.

68.

69.

Demonstrate
Skill with
Verbal Symbols,
Analogies, and
ClosureSize
. DISCriinination
Using Abstract
Symbols

One-to-One
Correspondence
and Conservation
of Number-
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MA'I'EHIALS

DIHEC'I'IONS

- - -·

70.

Siz e
Diiicr imj nat ion
~tl}(:;--Abst rae t
and Ve rb-a l
Closure--

None

Say to the child, (a) "An
elephant is large or big;
a mouse is
"
(little, small, tiny).
(b)
"A cat is small; a lion or
a tiger is
"
(big, large,huge. )--(Credit
a pass for two corr ec t responses.)

71.

Seriation

6 cardboard
sticks sizes
1", 2", 3".
4", 5", 6"
in length
(all of the
same width)

From a smooth narrow board
or heavy tagboard, ~ ut a
series of lengths (1", 2",
3", 4", 5" and 6").
Place
the rods before the child in
a heap.
(Cuisenaire Rods
may be used.)
(a) Say,
"Put the sticks in order;
make them all touch to gether. :•
(Credit a point if the child
constructs a set of stairs.)
(b) Ask, "How many of thj_s
one (pointing to the shortest)
would it take to make one
like this pointing to t he
next?)
(Credit a poin t for
"two".)
(c) Repeat proces s
of (b) pointing to the first
and the third, then the first
and the fourth, then the firs t
and the fifth.
(Credit a
point for each correct response . 2 correct = 4 years;
3 correct = 5 years; 5 correct= 6 years.)

One 8! x
11" paper,
crayon

Say to the child, "Watch me,
I am going to draw some
circles." Sketch si x similar circles, about 2" in
diameter, on an 8! x 11"
sheet of paper.
Say to the
child, "How many circl e s did
I draw?" Do not ask him
to count them (Credit a pass
for the answer, six.)

ata_n__

-

--

Early Age

72.

Demonstrates
Understanding
of Concept of
Numb e r
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-- - ---·- ---- - - ----------

unaei::-~il:an cl ing
Of the ·con(~ept z

S a me ~Tfr:f±· e i e n t

ping pong
ball, large
play g round
ball (6")

Present to the child a ping
pong ball and a large playground ball.
Say, "Te ll me
how these two are the same."
(Both are balls, both are
round, we play games with
both.) Tell me how the y are
different? (size, color,
type of game for which each
is used.)
(Credit a pass
for two acceptable responses.

74.

Demonstrate
One-to-One
Correspondence
and Invariance
of Number

7 paper
vases, 7
paper
flowers,
20 beans

(a) Use tagboard imitations
of vases (seven identic a l)
and seven identical ta g board
flowers.
Place the vases in
a row and the flowers in a
pile nearby.
Ask the child
to get one flower for each
vase.
Then ask him to put
one flower in each vase.
(b) Now remove all flowe r s
and place th e m in a pil e.
Ask, "Are there just as
many flowers as va.ses?"
(c) Using a pile of dri e d
beans, construct a circle
of ten beans.
Ask the child
to make another circle !!just
like mine."
(Credit a pass
for one-to-one correspondence
if his has ten beans.)
(d)
Now move each bean in his
circle two inches farther from
the center.
Ask, "Are there
just as many beans in your
circle as mine (point to
each)?"
(Credit a pass for
an affirmative response.)
(Credit an item pass for
two correct responses.)

75.

Reasoning
Involving

None

Say to the child, "Tell me
how are milk and water the
same."
(We drink both when
we are thirsty; they taste
good, etc.)
"Tell me how
milk is different; how are
milk and water different?''
(Milk is white; water is

73.

De mon strate

conce"PTOf
SameDifferent

89

TASK -··- ------------·- - MATERI
ALS
DIRECTIONS- - ·---·---- - --------------colorless h . Milk from a
carton; water from the faucet,
river, lake; milk from a cow;
water from pipe, faucet,
spring, lake.)
(Credit a
pass for two correct responses
76.

Demonstrate
Ability to
Manipulate
Quantitatjve
Abstractions

None

Say to the child, "Let's
pretend--make believe I
have an apple and a big
knife.
Now I am going to
cut my apple in half.
How
many (pretend--make believe)
pieces do I have now?"
(Credit a pass for response
two.)

77.

Reasoning with
Abstract
Symbols,
Verbal

None

Say to the child, "Listen
to the thing I am going to
say; it will need a word to
finish it.
You tell me the
word."
(a) Having fun with
toys is playing; picking up
my thj.ngs is
''
(working).
(b) "A lemon i.s
sour; sugar is
"
(sweet).
(Credit a pass for
a correct response to either
(a) or (b).

78.

Demonstrates
Understanding
of Numbers

10 identical objects

Place ten identical objects
in front of child (checkers,
e.g.).
Say, (a) tell me
what number comes before five;
now show me that number with
these."
(b) Tell me what
number comes after three; now
show me that number", (c)
Tell me what number comes
before nine; show me".
(Credit a pass for three
correct pairs of responses.)

79.

Demonstrate
Associative
Thinking,
Verbal
Symbolic

None

Say to the child, (a) "A
lion is large (big); a mouse
is
. "; (b) "A toe
II
is small; a leg is
(c) "A shovel is large; a
spoon is
"
(Credit
a pass for two correct responses.)

90

TASK

80.

81.

- - - --MATERIALS
--------- - - DIRECTIONS
- - -·- - Place a rectangular bloc k
Rectangular
Use of
The-Conc ept
of softened mod e lin g cl ay
block of
of Fractfc)ns
clay, 4 dolls and two dolls or cardbo a rd
or cardboard
cutouts of human figures in
front of child. Give the
cut-outs,
child five "swabsticks" and
five swabsay, "Lets pretend that
sticks
this is a cake.
Your j o b
is to show me where it s hould
be cut so that each of our
friends (point to figur es )
will get just the same size
piece of cake.
Use sticks
to show me where we should
cut the cake?" Now remove
sticks and add another
figure (doll).
Say, "No w
show me how to cut th e cake
so that each doll gets the
same amount of cake." Repeat the procedure with four
dolls.
(Credit a pa ss i f
child demonstrates thirds
and fourths by reasonably
close placements of sticks.)
Demonstrates
Reason-rng-,Verbal
'SYffibOITc ,
and Auditory
Association

None

Each sentence may be repeated
once . Say to the child, "I
am going to say some thlngs
to you that have something
wrong or silly in them. You
listen and then tell me what
was wrong or silly .
(PAUSE)
(a) When I am in a hurr y, I
ride the bus because an airplane is so slow. (b) One
snowy cold day last summer
I forgot my coat and got
sick.
(c) That man with
~hands in his pocket s is
lighting a cigarette; (d)I
took the ice cream out of the
oven so that we could have
a treat." (Credit a pass for
three correct responses.)
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TASK
82.

Rev e al

Und r-:::_r sf a nd i~_g_·

of Simpl e
Con C"ei)tS-·
Pertin e n t
tq F~_Ft!_l e ~
Learning

MATERIALS

DIHECTIONS

None

Pose the following to the
child:
-;.

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
ll.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

. ·:: ·

Are ·:you taller than I am?
Are you older than your
mother?
When do the stars come out
in the sky?
Do we eat breakfast at
night or in the morning?
Is it day or night right
now?
Can you touch the sun?
Put one hand on your head
and the other behind you?
Tell me one thing th a t
is in front of you.
What is one thing that is
over your head right
now?
Tell me two things that
we se e in the sky and
nowhere else.
Where would you go to
buy some sugar?
Which takes longer--to
wash your face or get
dressed in the morning?
Is it the same time as
now all over th~ w6rld?
How many birthdays do you
have in a year?
Does noon come at night
or in the day time?
What are most people
doing at midnight?
Put your left foot
behind you.
Put your right hand on
your left shoulder.
Which comes first after
sunrise, mornjng or
afternoon?
If you worked hard
everyday, could you
do more work in a
month or week?
Point to my right hand.
What day of the week is
today?

92
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TASK

DIRECTIONS

--------------------

23.

24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

At this time last y ea r,
was it (for fall s e ason) the spring or fall?
(for winter) use wint e r
or summe r, (for sp r in g )
use sprin g or fall (for
summer) use summe r or
winter.
When tomorro~ come s will
you be older or youn g er
than you are today?
If you stood with your
face to that door (point)
what would be on your
right?
What month is it now?
What season is it now?
What year is it now?
AGE LEVEL OF SCORES
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

83.

Conservation
of Quantity

2 beakers,
~pint; l
low transparent bowl;
40 marbles

::;
::;

::;

-:::::

:::::

--

5y
5y
6y
6y
7y
7y
8y

Om

6m
Om
6m
Om
6m
Om

Use two identical transpar e nt
jars or beakers and a much
wider, flat bottomed transparent bowl or jar and forty
identical marbles or wooden
beads in a box--large enough
so that the child may readily
grasp contents with both hands
simultaneously, Demonstrate
as you say, "Take one marble
in each hand and drop on e
in each jar at the same time.
You do it now.
Use all the
marbles." When all marbles
have been transferred, shake
the jars gently to settle the
marbles. Then ask, "Are
there more marbles here or
here (pointing)? Are they
both the same? (At about

J
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TASK
MATERIALS
----··- -·---· - - -- -- -·- -------·- ·- - - - -DIRECTIONS
- - -·- - - - - - 5 years the child should
respond cor re ct ly.) Next
tell the child, "I am going
to pour th ese (pour from
one of the identical jars)
into this on e (the wide flat
one). Does th e jar have
more than the bowl, or do e s
the bowl have more, or are
both the same?" (Between
ages 5 and 6, the child
should respond correctly.)
84.

Differentiation
in Ve rb al
Symbols of
SameDifferent

None

Say to the child, nHow is an
airplane the same as a bird?"
(Both go up in the air or
sky, both can fly.)
nnow
are they differ e nt? Li vi ng,
nonliving; one can carry
people or big loads.)
(Credit
a pass for two reasonabl e
responses where ideas and not
syntax--articulation a re important.)

85.·

Auditory
Discriminat1on,
Auditory
Memory, and
Classification

None

Say to the child, "Listen to
the words I am going to say;
each time one word doesn't
belong with the others--it's
different.
(a) Apple, orange,
banana, hammer. Which one
doesn't belong?" (A repetition
here, but not later, is
permissable . ) (b) !!Cool'
warm, hot, friend, "Which one
doesn't belong?" (c) "Run,
jump, funny, sit.
nwhich
one doesn't belong?" (d)
"Silly, Alice, Sue, Nancy."
(Credit a pass for four correct responses . )

86 .

Conservat1on
of Size with
Shape Dis tortion

2 sheets
9xl2 heavy
tagboard,
both of
the same
color, one
cut along
a diagonal

Cut one sheet along a diagonal
to form two triangles.
Place
the rectangle (uncut) and
the two triangles arranged
to form a second identical
rectangle in front of the
child.
Say, "Look at these
two rectangles (point to each)".

J
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TASK

DIHECTIONS
Then take the two triangles
and form one larger trian g le
along side the rectangle.
Now, poj_nting, say to the
child, "Is the rectangle
bigger, or is the triangle
bj_gger?" Are they both the
same? (Credit a pass for the
"same".)

87.

Demonstrate
Understandj_ng
of Constancy
of Number

8 blocks
identical

Using eight identical small
blocks (but without oral
counting) create two
straight identical rows,
4 blocks each, in front of
child; say to the child,
"Tell me about the blocks".
If child has little or no
comment, say "Are there as
many or more blocks here as
here?" Do not suggest that
he/she count the blocks.
(b) Now increase the interval in one row.
(Ask, "Are
there as many in both rows? ' ;
"Why?")
(Credit a pass for
response which indicates
4 blocks in each row with
logic for (b).)

88.

Understands
Simple
Chronology

None

Ask the child, (a) "How many
days are there in a week?"
(b) "What day comes after
Friday?" (c) "What comes
before Tuesday?" (Credit a
pass for two correct responses.)

89.

Visual
"PerCeption
and
Reasoning
for Hidden

15 blocks,
all of
one size

Using fifteen small blocks,
construct a structure whose
base looks like this:

~1embers
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TASK ---- ---- - --- - - ----

MATERIALS
- --

DIRECTIONS
Whose vertical profile looks
like this:

Ask child, "How many blocks
did I use to build my fort?"
Allow two minutes for child
to reason; touching is permissible but not disa ssembly.
(Credit a pass for response:

"15".)
90.

To Construct
A Straight
Line by Using
Si g ht Method
With No
Perceptual
Guides

8 fenceposts

Use the eight fenceposts
constructed earlier; place
the two end posts at random
on the table about 2 ! f eet
apart . Say to the child,
"Finish the fence tl'tat I
have started; see the two
end posts.
Be sure that
your fence is straight.''
(Credit a pass if the product
is reasonably straight.)

91.

Verbal Symbolic
Manipulation
From a WellDeveloped
Vocabulary

None

Say, "I am going to say a
word to you, then you tell
me a word that means just
the opposite. If I say
day, you will say----,,----,-yes, night because night
is just the opposite of
day."
WORD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

OPPOSITE

hard ...... soft or easy
front . . ... back
up ........ down
in ........ out
wet ....... dry
dirty ..... clean
young ..... old
hot ... . ... cold
dead ...... alive or living
crooked ... straight or honest
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MA'fERIALS

DIREC'l'IONS
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17 .
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

black ...... . . white
early . . ... .. . late
sour ..... . . .. swe et
shut . ...... . . open
empty ..... . .. full
noisy ..... . .. quiet or still
tight . .. .. . .. loos e
lost . . . ... ... found
under ...... . . ove r
sick ...... .. . well
off ...... . . . . on
heavy ..... . . . light

(Credit a pass for 15 corr ec t
responses.)
92.

Demonstrate
Und e rs ta ndin g
of Va~ying
Visu a l
Pe"rs--pe"Ct i ve .

l dowel

Arrange the table as in this
diagram:

l"x l',
l doll,
paper,
pencil

dowel*, 1" in diame ter

0

0
1' long
X

CHILD

xdoll (propp e d
to sit or
stand

Ask the child to tell you or
to draw how the dowel would
look to the doll; then ask
how the dowel looks to the
child .. tell or draw.
(Credit
a response that shows per spective change.)
*or length cut from a broom
stick .
93.

Execute
Verbal
Commissions
(One to Four
Parts)

a book,
a pencil,
a penny,
a. piece of
paper, a
bit of
masking
tape

Say to the child, "Now I am
going to ask you to do some
things.
Listen carefully and
do just what I say.
Wait
until I get through.
I will
nod my head and then you do
the things . Listen now.
(a)
"Show me a window" .
(NOD)
(b) "Stand up straight."
(NOD) (c) "Walk to the door;
then bring me that book
(point). (NOD) (d) "Walk to
the window, then put th e book

J
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DIRECTIONS
-----·- -·- - - - - - - - - -··- ------ - - -·- ·- - -·-------on a chalr." (NOD) (e)
"Put this pencLl on that table
(point); then open the door;
then put your hands behind
you." (NOD) (f) "Bring me
that piece of paper (point);
close the door; then stand
on that mark (Point to a piece
of tape on the floor)" (NOD),
(g) "Walk to the sink; tap the
floor with your foot; put the
penny on the book; then tell
me your name." (NOD) (h)
"Open the door; put a mark
on this paper; bring me that
toy (point); th e n go st a nd by
the window." (NOD) Score only
one point for each action
taken in proper sequence, e.g.,
in "h" if only the last action
was taken in proper order,
score only one point.

20
19
17
15
13
11
94.

Utilize
Seriation
and Ordinal
Number

10 paper
dolls, 10
dresses
sizes each
large to
small

pts =
pts =
pts =
pts =
pts =
pts ==

8y
8y
7y
7y
6y
6y

3m

Om

Gm
Om
6m ·
Om

Show the dolls and dresses
(not arranged in any pattern)
to the child. Tell the child
to arrange things so that "it
will be easy for each doll to
find her dress." After chj_ld
has put objects in rows according to sizes, point to a doll
and ask, "Which dress is hers?"
Repeat three times using dolls
in random order. Now reverse
the order of the row of dolls
so that the largest doll is
opposite the smallest dress.
Repeat the above process (of
pointing to a doll and asking
child to show the correct
dress.) Check invariance of
Number Concept, by spreading

98
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TASK

DIRECTIONS

~------------------

objects in one row, and
again ask the child to find
the correct dress.
(Credit
a pass if the child uses the
ordinal positions to match
dress to doll.)
95.

Describe
Meaning
Labels

None

(a) Say to the child, "Tell
me, 'what is a forest?'
'What is it made of'?"
(trees, woods, trees and
other plants, trees and an·imals and birds. )
(b) "A
banana is a fruit; tell me
somett·ing that is a vegetable."
(c) "A snake is a reptile;
tell me something that is an
insect."
(d) "Tell me, what
is a city; what must you have
to make a city?"
(many
people, buildings, houses,
etc., streets, schools,
parks .. enough of these to
reasonably describe a city.)
(Credit a pass for three
correct responses.)

Classification
of Objects,
Three Discriminating
Features

12 shapes:
(a) circles,
2 large and
2 small (each
size having
two colors)
(b) squares
as in circles
(colors identical) (c)
triangles as
in (a) and
(b) (use
same colors)

Obtain a set of circles,
squares, and triangles
(wooden or heavy tagboard)
each shape in two sizes
and each size in two colors
(twelve blocks in all).
Place the blocks in front of
the child in a scrambled
array.
Ask him to put them
in groups where the group
members are just the same
in some way." After til8
child has correctly sorted
by one feature (color,
shape, or size), again
scramble the blocks and ask
him to group them in another
way.
Finally, scramble
once more and ask for a third
grouping.
(Credit a pass if
a child can group in two of
the three possible ways .. shape,
size, color.)

of

96.
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-TASK
--- --- - - ------ - ---- - -MATERIALS ----DIRECTIONS
--- ------ ·· - - - - 97.

De monstr a t es
De ve.lor, in·g;·-ni£fere r1fi at ion
slc i fl s-;--verbal

None

Ask, (a) "How is a ship or
boat different from a fi s h?"
(Fish is alive; boat go e s
on top of the water; boat
can carry thin g s; we can
eat a fish, etc.)
(b) "How
is a ship or boat the same
as a fish?"
(Both go i.n the
water).
(c) "How is a. saw
different froma knife?"
(One has teeth; one has a
sharp edge); (d) "How is a
saw the same as a k n ife?"
(They both cut things.)
(Credit a pass for corr e ct
responses to "a" and "b"
or "c" and "d".)

Demonstrate
Understanding
of Conservation
of Volume

2 small
beakers,
(! pint)
colored
water, 1
large
slim glass
vessel

Say to the child, "Watch rne;
watch very carefuJ.ly."
In
each of two identical small
beakers or i pint jar,
pour the same volume of
colored water. Place one
container on a piece of
construction paper; on
another piece of paper place
a third vessel (much taller
and very slender with respect
to the matched pair).
From
the second vessel of the pair
pour water into the slender
container until its fluid
level is significantly higher
than that of the first vessel;
place the partially emptied
vessel on the paper with the
slender one.
Ask questions:
(a) "What can you tell me
about the amount of water in
this jar (point to first
vessel) and what we have in
these two?" OR (b) "Does one
jar have more water than
the others? Why?"
(Credit
a pass if child demonstrates
verbally that jar one's
volume equals the combined
volume of two and three.)
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TASK -

99.

Lo g ical
cT~J~s s i fica t ion,

t1w Concepts
oTSTffilTarv.
Belongj_ng to

MATERIAI_JS

DIHECTIONS

Pictures:
4 animals,
4 humans,
4 tableware
items, 4
articles of
furniture

Ask the child to examin e the
materials; ask him to label
each. Then place six
butcher-counter plastic meat
trays in front of him. Ask
him to put things in each tray
that are the same in some way.
After this has been don e ,
remove one tray, leaving the
items. Ask him to again
group them so that each
tray holds things that are
the same in some way. Remind the child that he
groups by "the way they are
the same" not "belong too".
Remove the other trays, one
at a time until child is
frustrated.
Possible
groupings at this age may
include:
(1) living v. nonliving, (two groups); (2)
animals, (Humahs and p e ts),
things you use when eating,
and furniture, (three groups),
(3) human beings, animals
(pets), tableware, and
furniture (four groups).
(Credit a pass for one
correct response.)

100.

Class Inclusion,
Relation of
Concepts S6me
And All

tagboard
Ask the child to identify the
cutouts: 3
shapes and colors he sees.
red squares,
Then ask, "Are all the
2 blue squares,circles blue?" (Answer should
3 blue circles,be "yes".) Ask, "Are all the
(using the
blue ones circles?" "Why?"
length of a
(Answer "no" because there
square's side are some blue squares.)
for the
(Credit a pass for the
diameter)
second answer above or
its reasonable approximation.)

101.

Logical
Classification
Classes and
Sub-Classes

4 each of
identical
yellow roses,
4 each of
roses (one
each of 4
other colors,
but identical
in configura-

Place the twelve cards in
an array (scrambled order)
before the child.
Help
him by discussion, identify
yellow roses, other roses,
and other flowers; help
him, if necessary, realize
that all are flowers.
Then
ask these questions:
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MATERIALS

DIRECTIONS

tion to the 4
yellow roses);
4 other
flowers, . each
different
from the
others and
none resembling a rose

(a) "Is a bunch of all the
yellow roses bigger than a
bunch made of all the roses?
"Why?'

- - -·

(b) "Are there more roses
or more flowers? Why?"
(c) "IF I put all the roses
away, will there be any
flowers left? Why?"
(d) "If you take all the
flowers away, will there
be any· roses left? Why?"
(Credit a pass for four
correct responses if
accompanied by a logical
explanation.)

102.

Measurement
and Conservation of
Length

.>

two 6"
strips
of wood

Place two 6 inch lengths of
a smooth strip of wood (ice
cream bar sticks, stirring
sticks, or other) as shown,
in front of chi.ld.
Ask
him if they are the same in
length . If he thinks one
is longer, slide one closer
to other until he perceives
equal lengths . Now keeping
the sticks parallel, slide
one up or down.
Ask, "Are
the sticks still the same
length? If two bugs started
at the ends near you and
walked to the other ends,
would one bug have to walk
farther? Is one longer?
Why?" (Credit a pass if the
child knows that the sticks
are equal in length and why;
probe if necessary to elicit
that they started out the
same and nothing happened
to change either's length.)
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103.

-------MATERIALS ------DIRECTIONS
-----5 cards
Reasoning to
Hold a 12" length of !"
(drawings) ,
dowel in a vertical position
Establish
12"x ~~~
with the lower end about 1"
dowel
above the table.
Say to the
child, "Watch the way this
stick will drop.
Release
the stick.
Say to the
child, "Watch it fall again",
as you repeat the procedure.
Next hand the child five
cards, shuffled, upon which
have been drawn the positions
indicated below.
Say, "Put
these cards the best way
to show the stick falling.
11

I

/

l

~J

o--~

(Credit a pass if all are in
proper sequence.)
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The purpose of this study was to construct a valid and
reliable assessment instrument.
presented in this chapter.

That instrument has been

A brief test manual preceded

that presentation and included data from investigations into
the instrument's validity and reliability attributes.
Chapter F].ve will summarize the study, discuss the product
of the study, and present recommendations for further research
in the subject field, the assessment of language and cognitive
development in children of ages three through five years.
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CHAP'l'ER V

Summa ry, _Conclusions, and Recomme ndations

Int.rocluction
The purpose of this study was to develop an assessment
ins ·trument which would sample particular aspects of the developmental patterns of children of ages three through five
years of age.

'l'he aspe cts sampled Here concentrated in language

and cognit i ve skill s .

The restriction of the instrument to

these areas was effected 1n order to provide a diagnostic
instrument which would have sufficient depth to reveal both
weaknesses and strengths in the individual child's repertoire
of skills and concepts in

t..~e

study's area of concentration.

A search of the literature relevant to the field had
revealed:
1.

That there is an increasing need for and interest
in provision of educational programs for preschool
aged children;

2.

That there is also an increasing interest within
such programs in the area of development of language
and cognitive skills;

3.

That no single instrument, one requiring no psychometric expertise, existed to accomplish diagnosis
of strengths and weakness at the ages of three
through five in sufficient depth, i.e., to facilitate
the planning of individual educational programs to

10f)

stre ngth e n or e x tend language and cognitive skill
development.
'rhe product of the study, the PLACE, an acronym for The
Preschool La nguage-Cognitive Skills Assessment for Curriculum
Entry, is a criterion r eferenced instrument containing one
hundred

three i terns covering the developmental span of ages two

through seven years.

Its range is extended to reveal both slow

and rapid developmental patterns of children in order to
facilitate prescription of individual educational programs
enhancing the learning opportunities of the individual.
The PLACE was constructed and revised with respect to the
following
1.

stipul~tions:

Ease of administration, requiring no psychome tric
expertise.

2.

Ease of scoring and interpretation, requiring no
psychometric expertise.

3.

Indicative of the pupil's strengths and weaknesses
in repertoire of concepts and language skills .

4.

Economical in terms of assessment time.

5.

Test-Retest reliability with a Pearson product
moment coefficient of correlation to equal or exceed
.75.

6.

Inter-Rater reliability with a Kendall coefficient
of concordance to equal or exceed .75.

7.

Content Validity according to the consensus of
three expert judges.

lOG

8.

Crite rion validi t y with a

Spearma~

rank order

coefficie nt of correlation to equal or exceed .65;
the criterion variable was Teacher Judgment.
Summary_ of the Study
Development. of the Instrument:,.

The instrument was develop-

ed by incorporating the best ideas of other instruments after
a careful survey of the extant tests, screening devices, and
assessment instruments, which had been located using sources
referred to in Chapter Three of this document.

Additional

items for the instrument were created to increase the sampling
ability and hence instrumental reliability (Kerlinger, 1964) .
The instrument, initially containing one hundred eighty-one
items, was revised through two subsequent editions after consultation with educators in the preschool field, to include
ninety-nine items.
At this stage the writer took the PLACE to Modesto, California,
for field testing with pupils in three Child Care Centers to
appraise:

1.

ThePLACE's interest level for children, i.e., would
it hold their attention?

2.

The PLACE's language in presentation of items,

i.e.,

was it comprehensible by young children?
3.

Tm PLACE's ease of administration , i.e., was it
economical in terms of time?

From experience gained in the Modesto Child Care Centers,
further revisions were made in the instrument, producing the
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editi on of August, 1977.
Conte nt Validation of ·the Instrument.

That edition was

then submitted to three persons, leaders in the field of preschool education, for their item-by-item scrutiny to ascertain
instrumental content validity.
The judges were requested to appraise each item in terms of:

1.

Relevance to educational prog rams of pr e schools having
a major curricular component for development of
cognitive and language skills.

2.

Age level placement.

3.

Adequacy in terms of eliciting considered responses
rather than guesses or "I don't know".

According to the critiques of the judges, further r evisions in
the instrument were ma de, leading to the current experimental
edition of the PLACE.
Ascertaining the Instrument's Reliability_.
reliabilit~

Test-Retest

was ascertained by applying the Pearson p r oduct

moment correlation technique to pairs of scores for each of thirty
p•1pils of the Conway Child Care Center in Stockton, California .
Each pair of assessments was separated by an interval of ten
days.

Pairs of scores were obtained by the same assessor.

The

coefficient of correlation obtained was r=.86 which exceeded the
value stipulated initially.
Inter-Rater reliability was ascertained by utilizing the
Kendall coefficient of concordance technique with the scores
obtained by four raters, each rating every pupil of a group
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o f t:en in thf::! Ame rican River Colleg e Child Care Ce nter, Sa.cr a mento, California.

These assessment scores were obtained with-

in a period of fifteen consecutive days.

As initially stipulated

the coefficient must reach r=.75; in fact, obtained was r=.97.
Criteriort

V~lidation.

Validity according to the criterion

of Teacher Judament was investigated by comparing ordinal rank
positions of twenty-nine pupils obtained by assessment with the
rank positions assigned by their three teache rs.

The comparison

was done using the Spearman rank order correlation technique.
The coefficients obtained were r=.62, r=.62, and r=.21 which
failed to meet the required level of r=.65.
Discussion of Results and Conclusions
The PLACE in field testing was found to meet all of the
seven stipulations around which it was construc ted except the
last, Criterio n
1.

Validit~ .

The instrument is simple to administer a!ld requires
no psychometric expertise.

Those who administered the

instrument for purposes of this study included none
with psychometric training .
2.

The instrument's scoring is simple using only a plus (+)
or a zero (0) for each item.
ferral to

Li s t

For an item not passed, re-

2, gives quick indication of the deficit

main skill, an indication of instructional need.
3.

The strengths and weaknesses within the pupil's
repertoire are also readily apparent after using
List

2 and the . PLACE items themselves.
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4.

The assessruent procedure is economical with respect
to time.

The writer's crwn administrations, using

an aide to handle equipment, averaged twenty-seven
mj.nutes in length.

Pupils displayed much interest

in the equipment and thus maintained the necessary
attention span.
5.

Test-Retest reliability for the population assessed
with the particular

~ssessor

at a particular time was

found to achieve the "equal to or greater than value"
Pearson product moment coefficient of correlation of
.75.

In fact the obtained coefficient was .86.

The

interpretation of this coefficient suggests that the
PLACE is consistent., that what it measures it vTill.
measure again and again.
6.

Inte~-Rater reliability also achieved the stipulated

level where the stipulation was that the agreement
among four raters would be marked by achievement of
.75 or higher using the Kendall coefficient of concordance.

With the particular set of assessment

variables pertaining for this reliability investigation, the coefficient was .97.

The obtained coefficient

suggests that any rater who is (a) able to achieve
rapport with ch i ldren of ages three through five years
and is (b) thoroughly familiar with

~PLACE

including

its equipment will obtain reliable results when using
this instrument.
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7.

Criterion validity using the comparison of ordinal
rank order of assessment scores with such rank position according to Teacher Judgment, the crit_e rion,
was not achieved.

Applying the Spearman rank order

correlation technique to the three sets of rankings
shown in

List 5 gave coefficients of correlations of

.62, . 62, and .21.

That such low correlations

occur had been anticipated.

would

Teacher judgment

has been noted as likely to be invalid (Schmuck and
Schmuck, 1974; Goodwin, 1974;

Rerr~ers,

and McBride (1977) have noted that

1963).

Morrow

nationall y

the typi.6al preschool program can be characterized
by a group-activity program orientation where skills-deficit

profiles of individual learners are largely unknown.
Others (Alroy, 1975 ; Evans, 1974; Deutsch, 1966; Gray
and Miller, 1967) have urged assessment for the
reason that effective instruction in any domain (Bloom,
1956) depends upon initial accurate appraisal of
skills and deficits.

In the group-activity program,

without assessment, many children remain hardly
noticed, or to use the Morrow and McBride term "fall
through the cracks".

Remmers (1963, p.372) stated:

"The human rater, as has already become evident, is
imperfectly reliable and often not highly valid in
his recorded judgments".

The very able teachers,

operating in one of the best preschool programs in
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Northern California, were ill-prepared by virtue of
that very program design to make the valid judgments
required.

These low correlations may be interpreted

as support of the importance of this study.
Recommendations for Further Research
Use by Practioners.

The ultimate value of the PLACE can

only be determined by the classroom utilization of the instrument by preschool educators.

Several teachers and three Center

Directors observed the field testing of the instrument and
commonly stated the following observations:
1.

The PLACE seems to be the tool they need to meet
evaluation requirements set for state-funded Child
Care Centers.

2.

This assessment - told them things that they did not

knc~1

about the pupil.
3.

The i terns of the PlACE give

us almost a curriculum

guide for which we have searched.
Whe·ther these opinions are of importance should be tested by
pilot testing of this instrument over a period of three consecutive years in each of perhaps five preschool centers.
Predictive Validity.

The extension of the above pilot

testing to cover a period of five years in one or more
communities with relatively stable populations would allow
a test of tr.e PlACE's predictive validity.

The criterion would

be successful completion of the academic program of the public
school's primary grades.

It is, therefore, suggested that
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such pilot testing be supported by state or federal agencies.
ReVision of the PLACE.

The current experimental edition

of the PLACE is t.otally presented in Standard Amer:ican English.
It is, however, noted that many young children in the United
States today use a dialect significantly different.

Therefore,

it is recommended t .hat other researchers revise the PLACE to
reflect the primary langua.ge of (a) American Indian cultures,
(b) Puer-to Rican Spanish groups,

(c) Mexican-American groups,

(d) and Black cultures within the United States.

In recommending

revisions for other languages or dialects, the writer does not
mean translation for mere translation may fail to recognize differences among cultural artifacts, folkways, and mores, all of
which determine in part the development of language and cognitive
skills.
Criterion Validity.

While the predictive validity study

earlier described is also a criterion validity investigation,
it is recommended that a more immediate investigation be
pursued.

This investigation would compare rank order scores

determined by the PLACE with rank order scores determined by
the Stanford-Binet, for three year old pupils, and those
obtained using the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence for pupils of ages four and five years.

Further

work investigating the correlation between Teacher Judgment
and PLACE r:ankings is also needed.
Standardization of the PLACE.

Evaluation of curricula is

an important step in the improvement of pedagogy (Evans, 1974).

Because th e PLACE is a criterion referenced instrument, its
utility in program evaluation is limited.

Were the PLACE also

normed by age levels, it would be a useful tool in evaluation
of varied curricula designed for improvement of language and
cognitive skills.

It is therefor recommended that the stan-

dardization of the PLACE, begun in PROJECT PLACE, be accomplished.
Fundamental Heuristic Research.

Linguists, socio-linguists,

and psychologists have not resolved important questions pertinent to the education of young children with respect to
development of language skills and conceptual attainments.
Piaget and his followers believe quite strongly that cognitive
development precedes language skill.
criticize the follower.s

Other investigators

of Piaget for concentrating solely upon

Visual-Spatial conceptual attainment.

Some researchers have

found evidence conflicting with Piaget's explanation of egocentric speech.

Russian linguists have contended that audible

"ego-centric" speech becomes the "inner speech" by which, it is
claimed, complex reasoning occurs.

Dale . (1976) has stated that

the yet unresolved relationship between cognition and language
in young children is a challenge of major importance to linquists
and developmental psychologists.

It is recommended, therefore,

that studies be pursued to establish whether concept development
precedes development of language skills, whether both appear
simultaneously, or whether language skill development is
instrumental in conceptual attainment.

The Use of the PLACE
Because the PLACE assesses only one broad aspect of the child 1 s
total physical and personality development, it is recommended
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that the instrument be considered as only one part of a total
diagnostic battery employed to maximize each young learner's
learning opportunity.

Other investigations may be needed to

develop the instruments or procedures by which visual-aural
acuities, nutritional needs, affective development, and
sensori-motor skills are determined within the dimensions of
economic feasability.

Summary
This study has developed an assessment instrument to
enable preschool educators to determine the adequacy of a
pupil's language and cognitive skill development.

The in-

strument, the PLACE, is a criterion-referenced test, requiring
no psychometric expertise or

license~

which teachers and their

assistants may use to establish the skills-deficits repertoire
in language and cognitive development of each pupil.

This

diagnostic assessment can be the basis for effective individual
education program planning for each pupil.
tested and found to be valid and reliable.

The PLACE has been
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APPENDIX

Assessment Devices Examined
1.

Arthur Point Scale of Performance.

2.

Basic Concept Inventory.

3.

Bayley Scales of Infant Development.

4.

Bingham Button Test.

5.

Boehm Test of Basic Concepts.

6.

Carolina Developmental Profile.

7.

Cassell Developmental Record.

8.

Cattell Infant Intelligence Test.

9.

Comprehensive Identification Process.

10.

Cooperative Preschool Inventory.

11.

Culture Fair Intelligence Test.

12.

Denver

13.

Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude.

14.

Developmental Indicators for the Assessment of Learning.

15.

Gesell Developmental Schedules.

16.

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

17.

Language Acquisition Program, University of Michigan.

18.

Lanuage Assessment, Michigan State University.

19.

Leiter International Performance Scale.

20.

Learning Accomplishment Profile.

21.

McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities.

22.

Metropolitan Readiness Tests.

23.

Merrill Palmer Mental Maturity Scale.

Development~l

Screening Test.
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24.

Minnesota Preschool Scale.

25.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

26.

Piagetian Attainment Kit.

27.

Preschool Attainment Record.

28.

Preschool Inventory.

29.

Primary Mental Abilities, Test of, Readiness Level.

30.

Reasoning and Problem So:!_ving .Z\.ssessment (Michigan
State University).

31.

School Readiness Survey.

32.

Sheridan Developmental Scale.

33.

Slosson Intelligence Test.

34.

Stanford Binet IntelligencA Scale, Form L.M.

35.

Stanford Early School Achievement Test, Level I.

36.

Tests of Basic Experience.

37.

Valet Developmental Survey of Basic Learning Abilities.

38.

Verbal Comprehension Scale.

39.

Vineland Scale of Social Maturity.

40.

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence.

